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PREFACE 

The basic thesis that has guided this dissertation 

is that computer technology can be used to improve the 

theoretical responsiveness of family therapy assessment 

instruments. To date, there has been virtually 

no existing evidence in the family therapy literature to 

support this claim. It is the purpose of this 

dissertation to provide some preliminary evidence. 

The dissertation consists of two parts. It is 

important to realize from the outset that each part 

stands by itself. Either part can be read first. The 

second part does not build upon the first part. Rather, 

each part describes a separate project that provides 

support for the central thesis described above. 

In the first part, a computerized asses'sment 

instrument is described that was specifically developed 

to be more consistent with social exchange theory than a 

previous instrument. In the second part, the development 

of another computerized instrument is described. This 

instrument differs from the one presented in the first 

part in that it was designed to be responsive to systems 

theory, rather than social exchange theory. The bulk of 

the work involved in this dissertation has consisted of 

the development of these two computerized instruments. 

However, each of the instruments have also been 

administered to a sample of families in order to explore 
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their potential utility. Observations regarding the 

utility of each of the instruments are summarized in 

respective chapters. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Computers and Family Therapy 

Before 1984, computers were rarely mentioned in the 

family therapy literature. In the past two years 

however, there has been an explosion of articles 

explicitly addressing the application of computers to 

family therapy (Atkinson & McKenzie, 1984; Atkinson, 

McKenzie & Keeney, 1985; Figley, 1985a, 1985b; Wakefield, 

1985; Levitan & Willis, 1985; Friedman, 1985; Mead, Cain 

& Steele, 1985; Constantine, 1985, Olson, 1985; Lehtinen 

& Smith, 1985; Bostwick, 1985; Aradi, 1985, Gerson, 1985; 

Saba, 1984). One of the more promising applications of 

computers to emerge thus far is what is commonly called 

"Computer-Aided Assessment" (CAA). First introduced in 

psychology and psychiatric practice (Cole, Johnson & 

Williams, 1976; Johnson, 1978), CAA is "the use of 

computers to assist in the psychotherapeutic assessment 

or evaluation of individuals, couples, families, and 

other groups" (Constantine, 1985, p. 89). Most CAA 

programs are organized to compute scores from raw input 

data. Usually the raw input data are answers from paper 

and pencil assessment instruments. The earliest of such 

computer scoring programs in the field of family therapy 

were developed by the University of Minnesota Family 



Social Science Group (Olson, 1985). 

The main advantages of using CAA have been 

summarized by Olson (1985): 

1. Computers save hours of time that it would take a 

person to score test forms. 

2. Since scoring time is no longer a problem, much more 

comprehensive assessment packages can be used. 

3. A savings of time means a savings of money. 

4. Test results can be made available almost instantly. 

A therapist could administer a test 15 minutes before 

the first therapy session and then look over the 

results before actually seeing the family. 

5. Test results can be efficiently stored and compared 

to later scorings via computer disk. 

There is another potential advantage of using CAA 

that has been largely unrecognized until recently in the 

family therapy literature (Atkinson & McKenzie, 1984). 

Non-computerized assessment instruments are limited in 

the scope and quantity of information they can gather 

because of the amount of time required to administer and 

score the instruments. The contention of this author 

is that the limitations of traditional non-computerized 

assessment instruments have, at times, promoted 

assessment procedures that are inconsistent with the 

theoretical models that prompted the development of the 

assessment instruments in the first place. I believe 



that computers can provide the technology for updating 

assessment instruments (and creating new ones) in ways 

that render assessment instruments more responsive to the 

theories upon which they were developed. In the chapters 

that follow, information will be presented that is 

intended to provide some initial substantiation for this 

claim. 

Overview 

This dissertation consists of two separate parts. 

The first part (Chapters Two and Three) describes the 

need for, and development of a computerized version of 

the Spouse Observation Checklist. In Chapter Two, it is 

argued that the Spouse Observation Checklist (SOC), which 

has become integral to the development of marital 

therapies based upon social exchange theory, actually 

uses an assessment methodology that violates a basic 

premise of social exchange theory. A computerized form 

of the SOC is described that was developed specifically 

to eliminate the theoretical violation that characterized 

the original SOC. The result is a more efficient 

assessment instrument that is also more theoretically 

sound. The original and computerized versions of the SOC 

were given to a sample of twenty-two married persons. 

Chapter Three describes some quantitative analyses of 

data obtained from this sample. 



The second part of this dissertation is not an 

extension of the same project described in the first 

part. Rather, it comprises a separate project that was 

initiated to support the same thesis that gave impetus 

for the project described in the first part. Namely, 

computers can be used to improve the theoretical 

responsiveness of family therapy assessment instruments. 

While Chapters Two and Three describe the development and 

exploration of a computerized assessment instrument that 

is consistent with social exchange theory, Chapters Four 

and Five describe the development of a computerized 

assessment that is responsive to the complexity of 

families addressed by family systems theory. 

In Chapter Four, attention is directed to systems 

theory and the problems involved in designing assessment 

instruments that capture the full complexity of families 

addressed by systems theory. A computerized assessment 

instrument (called the Multiple Vantage Profile) is 

described that was developed specifically for the purpose 

of capturing some of the complexity of family systems 

neglected by previous assessment instruments. Chapter 

Five reports a qualitative study of data obtained from 

this sample. 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE COMPUTERIZED SPOUSE 
OBSERVATION CHECKLIST 

Social Exchange Theory 
and Marital Assessment 

The most general principle or proposition underlying 

social exchange theory is that "Human beings avoid costly 

behavior and seek rewarding statuses, relationships, 

interaction, and feeling states to the end that their 

profits are maximized" (Nye, 1982, p. 2). The 

maximization of profits is central to the social exchange 

conceptualization of marital quality. According to 

social exchange theory, marital quality can be predicted 

according to the following general propositions: 

1. The greater the dyadic rewards (costs being equal), 

the greater the marital quality. 

2. The geater the dyadic costs (rewards being equal), 

the less the marital quality (Lewis & Spanier, 1982). 

The most satisfied spouses then, will be those who feel 

that they are receiving more rewards than costs from 

their marital relationship. 

Nathan Azrin (1973) has noted that when 

relationships are characterized by an unprofitable 

exchange of rewards and costs, generally one or more of 

the following problems can be located as a source of 

trouble: (1) the rewards received from the marriage are 



too few in number, (2) the rewards are only for one or 

two states of need (i.e., sex or financial), (3) the 

rewards given by one spouse are not recognized as 

originating from that spouse, (4) previously satisfying 

rewards are no longer satisfying, and no new rewards are 

given, (5) newly emergent desires and their associated 

rewards are not recognized, (6) more rewards are given 

than received, (7) there is an inhibition or inadequacy 

of communication about a source of potential rewards (as, 

for example, in sexual matters), (8) the demands of 

marriage interfere greatly with non-marital sources of 

rewards, and (9) costs in the form of aversive control 

are utilized to get rewarding behavior from a spouse 

instead of positive reinforcement. 

The task of the marital therapist from the social 

exchange perspective is to help couples overcome the 

above mentioned obstacles: increasing rewarding behaviors 

and decreasing costly behaviors exchanged. As the early 

developers of social exchange marital therapy progressed, 

it became evident that data must somehow be obtained 

regarding spouses' daily benefits exchanged. The 

clinical necessity of keeping track of these exchanges 

led to the development of the Spouse Observation 

Checklist (SOC). 



The Spouse Observation Checklist 

The Spouse Observation Checklist (Patterson, 1976) 

has become an integral part of marital therapies based 

upon social exchange theory. Jacobson and Margolin 

(1979) have called the SOC one of the most valuable tools 

available to the behavioral marital therapist, and 

Christensen and Nies (1980) claim that the SOC has been 

crucial to the development of social exchange marital 

therapies. 

The SOC lists approximately 400 behaviors spanning 

12 areas of marital interaction that have been 

categorized a priori as "pleasing" or "displeasing" (see 

appendix A). Spouses are typically instructed to read 

through the 400 items at a fixed time each evening and 

check the behaviors their partner performed during the 

preceding 24 hours. The SOC can be introduced at any 

time during therapy with a couple, but it is usually 

begun during an explicit baseline or assessment phase, 

that is, a two week period when the therapist is 

collecting assessment information rather than commencing 

formal therapy. It is initially presented as a two-week 

assignment, and couples are instructed to return their 

completed forms weekly. During this time, couples are 

asked not to share their responses with one another. The 

data gathered during this two-week assessment phase are 

used by the therapist to formulate a treatment plan 
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designed to increase pleasing exchanges and decrease 

displeasing exchanges. The SOC can be continued 

throughout treatment to provide an ongoing record of 

change (Jacobson & Margolin, 1979). 

Content validity, construct validity, and criterion 

related validity of the SOC have been supported by 

Barnett and Nietzel (1979), Birchler, Weiss, and Vincent 

(1975), and Margolin (1981). Some modified versions of 

the SOC have recently been developed (Weiss & Perry, 

1983). For example, a "short form" of the SOC has been 

developed, as well as a form in which spouses form 

individualized SOC forms by sorting index cards. At 

present, however, no studies have been published which 

examine psychometric properties of these modified 

versions. 

The Problem 

Social exchange marital therapists (Stuart, 1982; 

Jacobson & Margolin, 1979) have emphasized that spouses 

often differ with regard to the kinds of behaviors that 

they consider to be pleasing or displeasing. In fact, 

there may be cases where the same behavior that is 

pleasing to one spouse is displeasing to the partner. 

Thus, a key to successful therapy is having spouses 

exchange behaviors that will actually be pleasing to 

their partner, not behaviors that they think will be 



pleasing to their partner. 

Gurman, Knudson and Kniskern (1978) have pointed out 

that a major problem with the SOC is that, in direct 

contradiction to social exchange theory, it implicitly 

assumes the same behaviors will be universally pleasing 

or displeasing for spouses.. Gurman and Knudson (1978) 

feel that, by arranging the items into "pleasing" and 

"displeasing" categories a priori, the SOC communicates 

to couples that certain events "should" be pleasing or 

displeasing, or worse yet, that events listed as pleasing 

are "good," and events listed as displeasing are "bad." 

They state that many of the events listed as displeasing 

may actually be healthy for a marriage. For example, 

some of the SOC items categorized as "displeasing" (and 

thus by implication "negative") can be seen as 

reinforcing what Luthman (1974) has called "lethal" rules 

that some families have which hinder their functioning. 

For example, the "displeasing" item, "Spouse offered 

unsolicited advice," implies that spouses should not feel 

free to offer unsolicited advice. Such a situation is 

typical of a family that holds the following "lethal 

rule": 

Lethal "rule" A: Any comment family members make 
about another is viewed as an attack, whether the 
comment is a question, compliment, or an actual 
criticism (p. 119). 

Similar connections can be between the implications of 

several other "displeasing" items and Luthman's "lethal 
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rules." Some examples: 

Lethal 'rule" B; The fact that family members may be 
different from one another...is viewed as a threat 
(p. 120). 

"Displeasing Behavior": 

"Spouse showed no interest in my hobby." 

"Spouse did not respect my opinion." 

Lethal "rule" C: Everything must be reasonable, nice 
and polite (p. 121-122). 

"Displeasing Behavior": 

"Spouse interrupted me." 

"Spouse complained." 

"Spouse criticized (my body, my smoking, etc.)." 

These sorts of examples are nontrivial and cannot be 

argued against by simply saying that these items are 

taken out of context or that they involve mere semantic 

differences. In fact, there is tremendous rhetoric in 

behavioral couples therapy about the fundamental link 

between assessment and therapy (Jacobson & Margolin, 

1979). To identify items such as "spouse did not respect 

my opinion" as a "displease" in the assessment phase of 

therapy is to imply that such behaviors are always to be 

avoided and should be eliminated from marriages. Such 

an implication can be misleading. Gurman and Knudson 

(1978) argue that it is impossible for an outsider to say 

in advance whether an act of showing disrespect will be 

displeasing or not for a specific couple. What may look 

like "disrespect" at a content level may communicate 
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great "respect" at the metalevel in a marriage. For 

example, a wife says to her husband, "When it comes to 

politics, your head is really up your you-know-what." On 

the surface this may look destructive, but the 

relationship message behind such a statement may actually 

be something like, "I have enough confidence in our 

relationship and enough respect for your strength that I 

can let go, lose my temper and bounce a few insults off 

you--I know you aren't fundamentally wounded by this" 

(Gurman & Knudson, 1978). 

It is for reasons such as those being argued here 

that the developers of social exchange theory have 

asserted that not all behaviors will be uniformly 

pleasing or displeasing for all individuals, and that 

each individual will determine for himself or herself 

what will please or displease. The original version of 

the SOC does not permit individuals to make this 

decision. 

Another criticism of the SOC is that it is too long 

and tiresome to complete every night. A fluent reader 

familiar with the SOC can complete it in less than 

fifteen minutes. However, it may take a slower reader an 

hour to complete it, thus becoming an aversive task 

(Jacobson & Margolin, 1979). Finally, in order to 

complete the checklist, a spouse must read through all 

400 items, many of which are not relevant to him or her; 
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e.g., the item, "we played with our pets," only applies 

to those who have pets. 

The Computerized Spouse Observation Checklist 

In response to the above criticisms, a revised form 

of the SOC was developed, using computer word processing 

functions (see note 1). An assessment form (Appendix B) 

was devised that listed all items from the original SOC 

in random order, and asked each spouse (separately) to 

categorize all SOC items as "pleasing," "displeasing," 

"neither pleasing nor displeasing," or "not relevant." 

All items marked as "neither pleasing nor displeasing" or 

"not relevant" were deleted from the original pool of 

items. The computer then printed out a personalized form 

of the SOC for each partner that included only items that 

the spouse has designated as pleasing or displeasing. 

The search and replace function (common to most word 

processing packages) also allows spouses' actual names to 

be entered into the items. The result is that the 

computer generates a separate, personalized SOC form for 

each spouse, each form containing only items actually 

labled as "pleasing" or "displeasing" by the spouse 

himself or herself. 



CHAPTER THREE 

EXPLORING THE SPOUSE OBSERVATION 
CHECKLIST 

Because the personalized SOC is a different 

instrument than the original SOC, it could not be assumed 

that the personalized SOC was equally valid as the 

original SOC for assessment purposes. As an initial step 

toward determining the validity of the personalized SOC, 

the original and personalized SOC forms were tested for 

equivalency. It was hypothesized that, since only 

neutral and irrelevant items were deleted in the 

personalized SOC, the two SOC forms would yield 

equivalent frequencies of pleasing and displeasing items 

checked. 

Method 

Twenty-two married individuals served as voluntary 

subjects. Eleven subjects were male, and eleven were 

female. None of the subjects were married to each other. 

The mean age of the subjects was 26 (s.d. = 4.65), median 

number of children was 1 (range = 0-4), and the median 

number of years married was 3 (range = 1-13). Five 

subjects had a gross family income over $26,000, ten 

subjects grossed $16-25,000, five grossed $8-15,000, and 

two grossed $0-7,000. Twenty of the subjects had not 

been previously married. The mean score on the Marital 

13 
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Adjustment Test (Locke, & Wallace, 1959) was 117.73 (s.d. 

= 23.96) which indicated that this sample consisted of 

individuals who see their marriages as generally well 

adjusted. MAT scores can vary from 2 (high marital 

distress) to 161 (high marital adjustment), with 100 

being the accepted cut-off score between distressed and 

non-distressed couples (Jacobson & Margolin, 1979). Mean 

score on the Marital Status Inventory (Weiss & Cerreto, 

1975) was .82 (s.d. = 2.04) which indicates that in 

general these marriages were quite stable. 

Design 

Subjects filled out both the original version of the 

SOC and the personalized SOC for five consecutive days. 

Subjects were randomly assigned to receive either the 

original SOC or the personalized SOC during the first 

five days. The SOC forms were counterbalanced so that 

half of the subjects completed the original SOC during 

the first five days while the other half completed the 

personalized SOC. Then, in the second five-day period, 

subjects completed the form they had not completed the 

first five days. The five-day periods were separated by 

a two-day weekend. In addition to keeping track of total 

pleases and displeases checked during each five-day 

period, subjects were also asked to keep careful track of 

how much time they spent with their spouse each day, 
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since it was believed that the amount of time spent 

together would affect the frequency of items checked. 

Differences between the two SOC forms were analyzed 

using one-way repeated measures ANCOVA. Consistent with 

the majority of research using the SOC as a dependent 

measure, total frequency of pleases and displeases 

checked were used as dependent measures in this study. 

Total time spouses spent together served as the 

covariate, and the two different SOC forms served as 

repeated measures. The degree of relationship between 

the total number of items checked on the two SOC forms 

was analyzed using a Pearson product-moment correlation. 

Results 

Subjects eliminated an average of 128 of the 

original 400 SOC items in the assessment phase (s.d. = 

38.29). The repeated measures analyses of covariance 

indicated that there were no significant differences 

between SOC forms on either of the dependent measures 

(total number of pleases and pleases checked). For the 

analysis using total pleases as the dependent variable, 

F;(1,21) = .594, 2. = -^5, long form x = 51 (s.d. = 37), 

short form x = 47 (s.d. = 39). A source table for the 

analysis using total pleases is listed in table 1 

(p. 16). For the analysis using total displeases, 

£(1,21) = 2.23, 2 = .152, long form x = 2.7 (s.d. = 
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2.29), short form x = 2.15 (s.d. = 2.09). A source table 

for the analysis using total displeases is listed in 

table 2 (below). The Pearson r used to determine the 

Table 1 

Repeated Measures Analysis of Covariance: Total Pleases 

Source SS df MS 

A (forms) 

S (Subjects) 

A X S 

Total 

1331.17 

6682.04 

47067.09 

55080.3 

1 

21 

21 

43 

1331.17 

318.19 

2241.29 

.593 

Table 2 

Repeated Measures Analysis of Covariance 
Displeases 

Total 

Source SS df MS 

A (forms) 

S (Subjects) 

A X S 

Total 

93.97 

4468.88 

885.15 

1448.00 

1 

21 

21 

43 

93.97 

22.32 

42.15 

2.23 
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degree of relationship between the total number of items 

checked on the two SOC forms was .91 (p < .01). 

Discussion 

This study demonstrates how the computer can be used 

to improve both the pragmatic efficiency and theoretical 

consistency of the Spouse Observation Checklist. By 

allowing individuals to define for themselves what events 

are pleasing (reinforcing) and displeasing (aversive), 

the personalized SOC is more consistent with social 

exchange theory from which behavioral marital therapy 

approaches have been derived. By eliminating irrelevant 

items, a more practical, efficient instrument is created. 

The personalized SOCs were an average of 32% shorter than 

the original SOCs, and yet similar rates of pleasing and 

displeasing events were recorded by the subjects on each 

of the forms. The possibility should be recognized that 

items considered irrelevant by an individual at one point 

in time may become relevant in the future. Therefore, it 

is suggested that individuals in marital therapy 

periodically reconstruct their personalized SOC should 

they stay in therapy an extended period of time. 

Of course, to the extent that the sample size and 

characteristics of this sample are limited, the 

generalizability of the results are likewise limited. 

For example, since the sample consisted of a large number 
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of individuals who had no children, it is possible that 

more items were eliminated by this sample than would be 

eliminated by a more balanced sample (the SOC contains 39 

items related to child care). However, the data from 

this study suggest that the computer can be used to 

improve the efficiency and theoretical integrity of the 

Spouse Observation Checklist. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE COMPUTERIZED MULTIPLE VANTAGE 
PROFILE 

While Chapters Two and Three described the develop

ment and testing a of computerized assessment instrument 

based upon principles of social exchange theory (the 

Personalized Spouse Observation Checklist), Chapters Four 

and Five will describe the development of a different 

computerized assessment instrument based upon principles 

of systems theory (The Multiple Vantage Profile). 

Systems Theory and Family Therapy 
Assessment 

Since the beginnings of the discipline of family 

therapy in the 1950's, general systems theory has been 

the predominant theory in the field (Hoffman, 1981). 

However, researchers and theoreticians have recognized 

the fact that most assessment instruments in the field of 

family therapy do not reflect the complexity of families 

addressed by systems theory (Keeney, 1983b; Keeney & 

Cromwell, 1977; Cromwell & Keeney, 1979; Cromwell & 

Peterson, 1981, 1983; Fisher, 1982). Central to family 

systems theory is the notion of hierarchical system 

levels, or levels of recursion (Keeney, 1983a). Systems 

are made up of various levels of functioning, each level 

connected to the others. In the family system, the most 

19 
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basic system level is the individual, who is recursively 

connected to more encompassing dyadic levels of 

functioning. Dyads are in turn recursively connected to 

more encompassing triadic levels of functioning, and so 

on . 

A central problem has been that, traditionally, 

assessment instruments provide data relevant to only one 

level of system functioning. Keeney and Cromwell (1977) 

have stressed that an adequate assessment of a system 

must address "various systemic levels and their 

interplay" (p. 229). By various systemic levels is 

meant: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

The behavior and characteristics of individuals. 
Social relationships indicated by dyadic 
interaction. 
Social group structures that organize the 
relations among dyadic interactions (Keeney, 
1983b). 

Thus, in order to gain knowledge of the full complexity 

of a system, information regarding each level of system 

functioning must be tapped. In the early days of family 

therapy, assessment instruments available were mainly 

geared to the level of the individual (Keeney & Cromwell, 

1977). More recently, instruments have been developed 

that gather information about whole family groups 

(Filsinger, 1983). At this time, few instruments have 

been developed that provide information about the 

complexity of dyadic relationships that make up a family 

system. Assessment instruments thus far have tended to 
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focus either on one particular dyad (i.e., marital dyad, 

or parent-adolescent dyad) or on the family group as a 

whole, glossing over the peculiarities of the dyads that 

make up the group. 

A more encompassing level of social organization is 

included when one adopts the perspective of contemporary 

cybernetics. Keeney (1983a) explains that contemporary 

cybernetics, sometimes called "cybernetics of 

cybernetics," emphasizes that the observer is always part 

of the system he or she observes. This view suggests 

that the individual behavior of the therapist as well as 

the relationships between the therapist and family 

members are an appropriate domain for assessment. The 

majority of family therapy assessments currently 

available do not attend to the therapist's participation 

in the system being assessed. 

Keeney (1979) has discussed another obstacle to 

systemic diagnosis. Namely, traditional assessment 

instruments gather data from the perspective of only one 

part of the system. Typically, assessment instruments 

request only one family family member to provide 

perceptions regarding individuals, dyads or the family 

group. This method ignores the perspectives of other 

parts of the system being diagnosed. Gregory Bateson 

(1979), has stressed the importance of gaining multiple 

perspectives of any phenomenon. Bateson's basic premise 
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was that "two descriptions are better than one" (p. 75). 

Just as binocular vision enables one to perceive extra 

depth as compared to monocular vision, Bateson maintains 

that two or more views of any given phenomena often help 

one see the larger patterns that the phenomena are 

connected to. Bateson explains that the bonus from 

multiple views is that it enables one to detect 

difference, which is the source of all information: 

To produce news of difference, i.e., information. 
there must be two entities (real or imagined) such 
that the difference between them can be imminent in 
their mutual relationship; and the whole affair must 
be such that news of their difference can be 
represented as a difference inside some information-
processing entity, such as a brain or, perhaps, a 
computer. (p. 76) 

In sum, recent systems theorists have emphasized that in 

order to gain a full view of family systems, attention 

must be given to each of the levels of systemic 

functioning, the therapist's participation in the system 

must be considered, and the multiple perspectives of 

various members of the system must be elicited. 

Undoubtedly, a major reason why family therapy 

assessment instruments have neglected to address the full 

complexity of family systems is pragmatic. When 

complexity is addressed through the assessment of 

multiple levels of the therapist-family system from 

multiple perspectives, a set of data is obtained which 

has until recently been practically unmanageable to 

organize. It is the contention of the author that recent 
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advances in computer technology provide new ways of 

managing data in family assessment. Because of the 

computer's ability to easily handle large amounts of 

information, it is no longer necessary to eliminate 

potentially useful assessment data due to limited time 

and resources. Rather, computers can easily handle the 

multiple levels of data that facilitate a more systemic 

assessment. 

The author has undertaken the development of a 

family therapy assessment device that uses computer 

technology to remedy some of the shortcomings of existing 

assessment instruments. Specifically, the author has 

sought to construct an instrument which: 

1. Gathers information regarding every dyad that makes 

up a designated family system. 

2. Gathers information regarding how the therapist 

participates in the family system. 

3. Elicits the multiple views of all family members. 

The computerized instrument developed is called the 

Multiple Vantage Profile, and has been described fully 

elsewhere (Atkinson, McKenzie & Keeney, 1985). The 

following is a summary description of the instrument. 

The Multiple Vantage Profile 

The Multiple Vantage Profile (MVP) is a measure of 

social organization which considers specifically how 
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systems in treatment are organized with respect to 

perceptions of the degree of interpersonal affective 

closeness/distance in family relationships. The 

variable of "interpersonal affective closeness versus 

distance" was chosen primarily because of its centrality 

in the field of family therapy. From the beginnings of 

the field in the 1950s, dozens of terms have been 

developed by various family researchers and theorists to 

describe specific patterns of interpersonal affective 

closeness/distance. Some of the most influential 

theorists and the concepts they have contributed are 

summarized below. 

1. Lyman Wynne: 

Pseudo-mutuality--Relationship characterized by a 

concern for "fitting together" at the expense of the 

the individuality of persons in the relationship 

(Wynne, 1958). 

Pseudo-hostility--Alie nation among family members 

that remains at a surface level, covering the need 

for intimacy among family members (Wynne, 1958). 

2. Murray Bowen: 

Undifferentiated ego mass--A quality of stuck 

togetherness that is a conglomerate emotional 

oneness that exists at all levels of intensity 

(Bowen, 1960) 

Emotional divorce--A marked emotional distance 



between parents (Bowen, 1960) 

3. Kantor and Lehr: 
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Bounding--A mechanism by which families establish 

and maintain interpersonal distance from or 

closeness to the larger community (Kantor & Lehr, 

1975). 

4. Theodore Lidz: 

Schism--A marital pattern where partners keep 

distance by failure to achieve complementarity of 

purpose (Lidz, Cornelison & Fleck, 1957). 

Skew--Marital distancing resulting from extreme 

complementary relationships characterized by one 

weak and one strong partner in which the strong 

partner dominates the weak one (Lidz, Cornelison, & 

Fleck, 1957). 

5. David Reiss: 

Consensus-sensitive--Families whose members 

maintain interpersonal closeness in order to join 

together and protect themselves against their 

environment which they see as chaotic and confusing 

(Reiss, 1971). 

6. Helm Stierlin: 

Binding—Interactions between parents and children 

that are geared toward keeping the children tied to 

the parents. "Dependency binding" (also called Id-

binding) is when the parent exploits the dependency 
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needs of the child to keep him or her close. 

"Cognitive binding" (also called Ego-binding) is when 

the parent misinterprets reality to the child to keep 

him or her close. "Loyalty binding" (Super ego-

binding) is when the child is made to feel guilty for 

any thoughts or attempts toward separation from the 

parent (Stierlin, 1974). 

Expelling--Prematurely pushing the child out of 

the family, or neglecting the child (Stierlin, 1974). 

7. Salvador Minuchin: 

Boundaries--Rules defining and regulating who 

participates in a relationship, and how involved 

the participation is to be (Minuchin, 1974). 

Enmeshment--Transactional style that promotes a 

high sense of belonging or interpersonal closeness, 

but the heightened sense of belonging requires a 

major yielding of autonomy (Minuchin, 1974). 

Disengagement—Transactional style that promotes 

a lack of interpersonal closeness. Members of a 

disengaged families may function autonomously, but 

have a skewed sense of independence and lack of 

feelings of loyalty and belonging and the capacity 

for interdependence and for requesting support when 

needed (Minuchin, 1974). 

8. Robert Beavers: 

Centripetal family--One that is inner oriented; 
it is difficult for members to leave or to have a 
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Children 
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Centrifugal family--A type of family characterized 
by an outer orientation. Independence or the 
appearance of independence is encouraged. 
Satisfactions are expected more from the external 
environment than from within the family. Unlike 
Centripetal families, this group has high visibility 
when troubled. Anger and conflict are overt, which 
encourages the outward thrust of members . . . 
Children attempt separation from the family earlier 
than the norm (Beavers, 1981, p. 302). 

9. Alexander and Parsons: 

Merging--The behaviors and interpersonal styles 
that produce contact/closeness in a relationship and 
tend to increase psychological intensity" (Alexander 
& Parsons, 1982, p. 17). 

Separating--Behaviors that tend to decrease 

psychological intensity and dependence as well as 

physical and emotional contact... these behaviors and 

styles send the message "You'd better do your thing 

on your own because I'm doing mine on my own." 

(Alexander and Parsons, 1982, p. 18). 

Recent efforts have been made by family therapy 

theorists to look for similarities and differences among 

the various concepts related to interpersonal closeness/ 

distance such as the ones summarized above. An 
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integrated model of family functioning has emerged, 

called the "Circumplex Model of Family Systems" (Olson, 

Sprenkle & Russell, 1979). The researchers who developed 

this model maintain that many of the concepts developed 

in past years to describe patterns of interpersonal 

closeness/distance imply a curvilinear relationship 

between interpersonal closeness/distance and level of 

family health. Too much closeness or too little 

closeness is associated with pathological family systems, 

while families that fall toward the middle of the 

closeness/distance continum tend to be more healthy. 

Olson, Sprenkle & Russell (1979) identified eight 

distinct aspects of interpersonal closeness that they 

feel fit this curvilinear model: Emotional bonding, 

boundaries, coalitions, time spent together, interperson

al space allowed or sought, degree of shared friendships 

outside the family, the degree to which family members 

make decisions independent of one another, and the 

degree to which family members engage in interests and 

independently from one another. When considered 

together, these eight concepts make up a dimension 

of the circumplex model refered to as family cohesion. 

In general, family cohesion is defined as "the degree 

to which family members are separated from or connected 

to their family" (Olson, Portner & Bell, 1982, p. 5). 

Put another way, it is "the emotional bonding that 
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family members have toward one another" (Olson, Russell 

& Sprenkle, 1983, p. 70). Too much connectedness 

among family members is said to result in a lack of 

autonomy of individual family members. Individual 

identity is sacrificed to that of the family group. Too 

little connectedness among family members is said to 

result in feelings of isolation and a lack of a sense of 

belonging. Reiss (1981) has summarized research 

indicating that families characterized by low cohesion 

often have under socialized children prone to delinquent 

conduct while families characterized by high cohesion 

often have children prone to experience psychotic or 

psychosomatic symptoms. Minuchin, Rosman and Baker 

(1978) have made similar observations regarding 

psychosomatic children. 

Another dimension related to interpersonal 

closeness/distance, yet distinct from cohesion as defined 

by the circumplex model, has been identified by Lowman 

(1971, 1980, 1981). Lowman calls this dimension "family 

affective structure," and defines it as "the emotional 

predispositions (positive and negative feelings) existing 

between family members" (Lowman, 1981, p. 57). It is 

the extent to which family members have an affective 

"fondness" toward one another, or simply how much family 

m embers "like" one another. Lowman maintains that, 

unlike family cohesion, family affect is related to 
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family health in a linear, rather than curvilinear, 

fashion. According to Lowman's model, the healthiest 

families will have the highest levels of positive family 

affect, and the most poorly functioning families will 

have the lowest levels of positive family affect. Thus, 

it is clear that the concepts of "family cohesion" and 

"family affective structure" refer to different aspects 

of interpersonal closeness/distance. 

The Multiple Vantage Profile was designed to be a 

measure of interpersonal affective closeness/distance (as 

defined by Lowman, 1980), rather than a measure of 

cohesion (as defined by Olson, Russell and Spenkle, 

1983). That is, the MVP was developed to assess the 

amount of positive versus negative affect between family 

members rather than the amount of autonomy or separate-

ness between family members. To date, there is only one 

other family measurement instrument in existence that was 

designed primarily to measure interpersonal affective 

closeness/distance, the Inventory of Family Feelings 

(IFF) (Lowman, 1980). The MVP was designed to improve 

upon the IFF by using an assessment methodology that is 

more fully responsive to the complexity of families 

addressed by systems theory (a more detailed comparison 

of the IFF and MVP will be presented in Chapter Five). 

The assessment method of the MVP will now be presented. 
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The Assessment Method of the 
Multiple Vantage Profile 

The MVP assesses interpersonal closeness/distance in 

dyadic relationships which may be used for making 

inferences about the organization of the whole family. 

In addition, the MVP allows the option for assessing 

perceptions of how the therapist participates in 

relationships with family members. A unique aspect of 

the MVP is the method used to assess each relationship 

from the multiple vantage points of all other members of 

the system. 

The MVP systematically asks each member of the 

system to indicate their view of the degree of closeness/ 

distance present between members of all dyads within the . 

system. For example, in a treatment system which 

includes a family of four and a therapist (mother, 

father, son, daughter, and therapist) there are ten 

possible dyadic combinations: 

Mother-Father Father-Son Son-Daughter 

Mother-Son Father-Daughter Son-Therapist 

Mother-Daughter Father-Therapist Daughter-Therapist 

Mother-Therapist 

In assessing the perceived structure of these 

relationships, each member is asked to respond to a 

series of basic statements regarding each of the above 

dyadic patterns. 

1. How close are person 1 and person 2? 
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2. How close would person 1 like his/her relationship 

with person 2 to be? 

3. How close would person 2 like his/her relationship 

with person 1 to be? 

The first question is designed to elicit perceptions 

of the present pattern of closeness in a relationship. 

Questions two and three tap perceptions of the level of 

desired closeness in a relationship. 

Each statement is answered by using the Likert-type 

scale shown below: 

distant close 

The assessment process begins with the therapist 

printing off MVP forms for each family member. The forms 

are stored on a word-processing program on a computer 

disk (see note 2). Unaltered MVP forms for families with 

three, four, and five members can be found in Appendices 

C, D, and E. Using the "search and replace" function of 

the word-processing program, the therapist feeds the 

names of the family members into the program, and 

personalized MVP forms are printed out. These are the 

paper and pencil forms that the family members actually 

fill out (An example of a personalized MVP form for a 

family of four is given in appendix F). When all forms 

have been completed, each member of the system has 

addressed all possible dyadic relationships in the 
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system. This process not only helps the therapist 

hypothesize the general patterns of closeness/distance, 

but also indicates differences of perception that various 

family members have about specific relationships. 

Palazzoli, Boscolo, Cecchin, & Prata (1978) state that 

these differences of perception are often valuable 

sources of information about the family, and have 

pioneered a clinical interviewing technique, called 

"triadic questioning" designed to elicit these 

differences among family members. 

When all family members have completed their MVP 

forms, the answers are typed as input to the MVP computer 

program. The MVP program is currently designed for the 

IBM microcomputer (see note 3). 

Organization of Data and 
Clinical Application 

The MVP can be useful both as an initial assessment 

given before therapy begins, and as an ongoing measure of 

change administered at several points in the therapy 

process. Some of the ways in which the MVP can help 

organize clinical data and contribute to the process of 

therapy will now be shown. The following discussion 

demonstrates how the MVP was used with a treatment 

family. 

The mother of a family of four (mother, father, son 

and daughter) initially requested therapy, indicating her 
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worry over the son's frequent temper outbursts which had 

recently escalated to the point that even the father 

could not stop them. The family came to the first 

therapy session twenty minutes early and completed the 

MVP. The results which follow were available to the 

therapist before he saw the family. 

One of the ways the MVP organizes clinical data is 

by computing the average level of perceived closeness in 

each dyadic relationship. Figure 1 (p. 35) shows such a 

graph for this family. Note that each bar indicates the 

average perception of closeness for a specific relation

ship. It is the mean of the perceptions of every family 

member regarding that relationship. The therapist must 

be careful in interpreting the meaning of these averages. 

The computation of an average score is only one means of 

managing the complexity of all the family data. The cost 

of this reductive operation is that it may obscure the 

specific units of information that make up the average. 

On the other hand, differences across average scores may 

direct the therapist to examine particular relationship 

configurations that otherwise might be overlooked. 

Figure 1 may be interpreted as indicating that 

family members perceive the relationship between mother 

and father to be more distant than either the 

relationship between mother and son or mother and 

daughter. In addition, the relationship between mother 
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and son may be hypothesized as particularly close, and 

the relationship between father and son may be 

hypothesized as the most distant relationship in the 

family. To the structurally oriented therapist, this 

profile might further suggest the possibility of a cross-

generational coalition between mother and son against 

father. This information can be used to calibrate and 

direct the therapist's questions to gather further 

information which will support or negate this hypothesis. 

It is important to recognize that the MVP does not 

"measure" or "prove" the existence of cross-generational 

coalitions, but may be used by the therapist.to build 

hypotheses from which to operate. Since this process of 

building and testing hypotheses about family relationship 

distance, coalitions and alliances is common to several 

schools of family therapy (Selvini Palazzoli, Boscolo, 

Cecchin, & Prata, 1980; Haley, 1976; and Minuchin, 1974), 

the MVP may be used with a variety of clinical 

strategies. 

Figure 2 (p. 37) presents another form of an average 

score from which inferences may be drawn that suggest how 

close each family member is to the family as a whole. 

From Figure 2 it can be hypothesized that father is the 

most distant member from the whole family. His score was 

computed by averaging the scores of each of the dyadic 

relationships in which father is a member. Scores for 
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the other family members were computed in a similar 

fashion. The graph may be seen as supporting the 

hypothesis that the father is somewhat generally 

disengaged from the family, and that the mother is more 

centrally a part of the family. 

It is often valuable for the therapist to check 

whether family members agree or disagree with each other 

about their perceptions of the various levels of 

closeness in dyads. Returning to Figure 1, one may 

hypothesize that the relationship between mother and 

father was perceived as being quite distant. The present 

question is, did the family members uniformly see this 

relationship as distant, or did some see it as being 

closer than others? The MVP makes this information 

available by computing perceptual discrepancy scores. 

These scores are the mean deviations of family members' 

perceptions regarding a specific relationship. The 

perceptual discrepancy scores for the family are 

illustrated in figure 3 (p. 39). It can be seen that 

there is considerable disagreement among family members 

regarding the level of closeness in the mother-father 

relationship as compared with the other family 

relationships. Whenever the therapist locates 

considerable disagreement among family members, it is 

useful to go a step further and find out which family 

members are disagreeing. The MVP makes this information 
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available by graphing raw scores. 

Figure 4 (p. 41) depicts the raw scores that each 

family member gave in response to the question, "How 

close is the relationship between mother and father?" 

What is immediately obvious is that all family members 

describe this relationship as very distant except father, 

who describes it as being very close. Based on this 

information, a therapist might begin with the simple 

hypothesis that the father tends to exaggerate or 

overestimate the closeness of his marital relationship 

(see note 4). If so, he may also overestimate (or 

underestimate) other family relationships. 

An immediate way of evaluating the latter hypothesis 

is to compute the average of the closeness scores that 

father gives to all the possible relationships in the 

family. This average score, which represents father's 

tendency to score relationships in a certain direction 

(close or distant), can then be compared with the 

tendencies of other members to score all relationships in 

a certain direction. These scores are called "individual 

portrayal scores," because they focus more upon an 

individual's style of portraying relationships than on 

the relationships actually being portrayed. Figure 5 

(p. 42) illustrates the individual portrayal scores of 

the family described previously. Here it can be seen 

that father does tend to, on the average, rate all 
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relationships in the family as being closer than other 

family members rate them. Not only does he give them 

higher closeness ratings, but he also rates more 

consistently across relationships than other members, as 

evidenced by the mean deviations. This graph then may be 

interpreted as giving support to the notion that father 

may see all family relationships in a different manner 

than do other family members. 

Thus far various ways of examining how family 

members perceive closeness in their family relationships 

have been considered. This information does not indicate 

how close family members say they would like their 

relationships to be. One reason for considering the 

changes desired by each person is that those who are 

desiring the most change may be more motivated to change 

than those who are content with the present level of 

closeness in their relationship. The MVP makes this 

information available for each relationship by computing 

the discrepancies between how close family members 

generally perceive the relationship to be, and how close 

family members generally believe that the members of that 

relationship would like it to be. The "change desired" 

scores for each dyad are graphed in figure 6 (p. 44). 

Notice that there are two scores for each dyad, one for 

each member of the dyad. For example, looking 

specifically at the mother-father scores, the first 
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(solid) bar indicates how much change the mother would 

like in the relationship, while the second (striped) bar 

indicates how much change the father would like in the 

relationship. It can be seen that mother is perceived as 

desiring a considerable positive change in closeness 

(more closeness), while father is perceived as desiring a 

negative change in closeness (less closeness). Looking 

across the different dyads, it may be hypothesized that 

father is desiring very little change in any of his 

relationships. 

In addition to gathering information about who wants 

to change and how much, the therapist may find it useful 

to have a portrait of the family's view of the changes 

its members desire. Figure 7 (p. 46) shows this kind of 

portrait for the family. This portrait graphs the 

present and desired future levels of closeness in a 

relationship (as perceived by family members) side-by-

side for comparison. The solid bars indicate the level 

of closeness desired by the person whose name is listed 

first in each dyad. The striped bars are the present 

perceived level of closeness in each dyad, and the open 

bars indicate the level of closeness desired by the 

person whose name is listed second in each dyad. 

Portraying the scores this way enables the therapist to 

see, for example, that if father's goals were reached, on 

a closeness scale of 1 to 5, his relationship with mother 
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would be at the 1.5 level of closeness. On the other 

hand, if mother achieved her goal, the relationship would 

be at the 4.5 level of closeness. The other dyads can be 

looked at in similar fashion. 

With the information gathered about this family 

through the various MVP scores, one might hypothesize 

that the mother is seen by family members as being closer 

to the children than she is to the father, the father is 

seen as somewhat distant from the family in general, the 

father may be prone to idealize relationships in the 

family (portraying them as closer than other members 

think they are), and the mother and children would like 

more closeness from the father, but he has not indicated 
* 

any interest in getting closer. 

With these hypotheses about relationship structures, 

the therapist is in a position to begin constructing a 

more general (i.e., systemic ) hypothesis about the 

organizational patterns that stabilize the presenting 

problem. Based on the information generated by the MVP 

and knowledge of the presenting problem, the following 

therapeutic hypothesis might be constructed. The son's 

outbursts are part of a repeating organizational pattern 

where father is engaged to calm the son, subsequently 

providing mother and son more closeness with father. One 

consequence of father's move toward the family, however, 

is that the mother becomes worried by the father's 
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intrusion into her close relationship with the son. She 

then, in post hoc fashion, criticizes the father's 

previous handling of the son, resulting in father's 

distancing from the family again. This hypothesis 

provides a frame of reference the therapist can use to 

design a therapeutic intervention (see note 5). 

The Ongoing Measurement of Change 

As therapy progresses, the MVP can report changes in 

any of the types of scores previously described. In the 

case reported, information was obtained in the first 

session which led to a hypothesis about the family's 

relationship structures. The major intervention 

delivered in the first three sessions consisted of 

challenging and prescribing the way the family's 

relationship structures maintained organizational 

stability (interventions of this sort are described in 

detail by Keeney & Ross, 1984). In general, the 

therapist commended the family for coming up with a 

creative way for father to periodically enter and leave 

the family. It was then pointed out that the unfortunate 

cost of this solution was the son's developing anti

social behavior. At the same time, the therapist noted 

that it was probably best to not interrupt this process 

until the family was certain they had found an alter

native way of preserving their stability. 
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After three sessions, the family reported that the 

temper outbursts had stopped. The family again took the 

MVP, and several changes could be interpreted: Family 

members rated father's relationships with both children 

as closer, and father's perceptions of family relation

ships were more similar to the perceptions of other 

members, including his view of his relationship with his 

wife. The family, however, still rated the relationship 

between mother and father as quite distant. Finally, 

mother's "change desired score" regarding her 

relationship with father had declined drastically. 

Since the present degree of closeness did not appear 

to have changed between mother and father, the therapist 

was concerned about the sudden drop in the score 

reflecting mother's desire for closeness with father. 

This concern, coupled with father's lower marital 

closeness score, prompted the therapist to explore the 

marital relationship more directly in the fourth session. 

He discovered that since father had become more involved 

with the children, fights had increased between he and 

his wife. The marital relationship became the focus 

throughout the rest of therapy. 

The MVP was useful in this situation in that it 

helped alert the therapist to changing patterns in family 

relationships. More specifically, it underscored 

problems emerging in the marital relationship as father's 
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relationship with the children changed. 

The Therapist as Part of the System 

The importance of the therapist joining (and 

separating from) the family system has been addressed in 

one form or another by most major schools of family 

therapy. Usually, the degree of joining (and separation) 

present in a therapist-family system is determined by the 

therapist or supervisor. One of the contributions of the 

MVP is that it provides access to knowing how the family 

may perceive the amount of closeness between themselves 

and the therapist. 

For example, in figure 8 (p. 51) the perceptions of 

the therapist about his relationships with family members 

are listed side-by-side with the average perceptions of 

the family after three sessions of therapy. The graph 

indicates that the therapist perceives himself to be 

more joined with the son than do other family members. 

The son has always been very polite to the therapist, 

smiling at him as they interact, even telling the 

therapist a joke at the beginning of the third session. 

This information led the therapist to conclude that he 

was fairly close to the son. However, other family 

members were present when the son would make fun of the 

therapist at home, calling him names, and insisting that 

he was not going to go to the next therapy session. The 
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family's perspective was different from that of the 

therapist, and the therapist was alerted to this 

information when he viewed the MVP scores. 

In a similar way, the perceptions of the therapist 

regarding closeness in other family relationships can be 

compared with the perceptions of family members. This 

comparison, in addition to noting the different ways in 

which family members may perceive the therapist's 

closeness in family relationships, helps remind the 

therapist of his participation as part of the whole 

therapeutic system. It naturally follows that the 

therapist may use this class of information to further 

shape and polish the therapeutic hypothesis that guides 

his or her understanding and subsequent action. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has presented a computerized family 

therapy assessment that was specifically designed to be 

responsive to the complexity of families addressed by 

family systems theory. The instrument gathers 

information regarding every dyadic relationship within 

the system being diagnosed, including the relationships 

between family members and the therapist. In addition, 

the MVP elicits the multiple perspectives of all family 

members in assessment. In each of these ways, the MVP is 

more responsive to systems theory than assessment 
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instruments that do not attend to these levels of data. 

Before closing, it is again necessary to briefly 

comment on the limitations of using the MVP in family 

therapy (see note 6). It is particularly important to 

remember that the responsibility of interpreting and 

utilizing the findings of the MVP always falls upon the 

therapist. The MVP only compares differences of 

perception across members of a family-therapist system. 

How these differences contribute to diagnosis and 

intervention depends on the therapist's own decision

making and epistemology. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

EXPLORING THE MULTIPLE VANTAGE PROFILE 

Defining the Interpersonal Closeness/ 
Distance Scale of the Multiple Vantage 

Profile 

When individuals respond to the five point "close/ 

distant" scale in answering MVP questions, it is not 

immediately apparent what they mean to be saying about 

the interpersonal closeness/distance in relationships. 

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, there are two 

distinct aspects of interpersonal closeness/distance that 

have been described in the family therapy literature: 

cohesion, and affective closeness/distance. When the 

MVP was initially developed, it was anticipated that 

individuals completing the MVP would assume that the MVP 

questions were asking for information regarding the 

amount of positive versus negative affect present in 

relationships. However, because the MVP "closeness/ 

distance" scale does not specify the kind of closeness/ 

distance being refered to, it is possible that 

individuals could interpret MVP questions to be refering 

to either cohesion or affective structure, or both. As 

an initial step in determining what individuals do 

actually mean when they respond to MVP questions, the MVP 

was administered to 40 families. Immediately following 

the completion of the MVP, each family member was asked 

to respond to the following open-ended q-uestion: 

54 
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What do you mean when you say that a relationship 

between two people is "close?" (For example, describe 

what a relationship would be like if you rated it "5" 

on the scale.) 

Subjects 

Data was gathered from a sample of twenty clinical 

and twenty non-clinical families. The clinical families 

were families who presented for therapy with the chief 

complaint of the delinquent conduct of an adolescent son 

or daughter. These families were obtained from the 

Family Therapy Program at the Lubbock County Youth 

Center, and the Adolescent Drug Treatment Program of the 

Family Therapy Clinic at Texas Tech University. The non

clinical families were elicited by requesting volunteer 

participation of college students enrolled in family 

relations courses who had at least one adolescent 

sibling. Students who were willing to participate were 

asked to request cooperation from the rest of their 

families. 

Eighty-two percent of the forty families (n = 33) 

had two parents in the home. In the two-parent families, 

the mean number of years that the spouses had been 

married to each other was 18.8 (s.d. = 10.5). Forty-two 

and one half percent of the fathers had been previously 

married and 52.5 % of the mothers had been previously 
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married. Six of the seven single-parent families were 

mother-only families. 

The mean age of the mothers was 41.9 (s.d. = 6.7), 

mean age of fathers was 44.4 (s.d. = 6.8). The mean 

number of children was 2.3 (s.d. = .9); mean age of the 

youngest child in the family was 14.8 (s.d. = 4.1); mean 

age of the oldest child was 19.1 (s.d. = 3.7). Seventy-

eight percent (n = 31) of the mothers in the sample were 

white, 12 % (n = 5) of the mothers were hispanic, 5 % (n 

= 2) were black, and 5 % listed "other." Sixty-eight 

percent (n = 27) of the fathers were white, 12 % (n = 5) 

were hispanic, 15 % (n = 6) were black, and 5 % listed 

other. 

Regardin-g highest level of education obtained, four 

mothers finished some graduate school, seven finished 

college, 10 finished some college, 11 finished high 

school, four finished some high school, one finished 

grade school, and two finished some grade school. 

Regarding highest educational level of fathers, two 

finished some graduate school, five finished college, 11 

finished some college, 11 completed high school, four 

finished grade school, and one finished some grade 

school . 

Seventeen families had a gross family income of over 

$32,000, five grossed $26,000 - $31,999, seven grossed 

$20,000 - $25,999, six grossed $14,000 - $19,999, one 
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grossed $10,000 - $13,999, two grossed $6,000 - $9,999, 

and two grossed less than $5,999. 

Procedures 

MVP forms were given to all clinical families by 

their therapist prior to their initial therapy session. 

Students who were members of non-clinical families were 

given a large envelope to take home to their families, 

with instructions to have the family members open the 

envelope on a specific date and complete the forms. 

Written instructions accompanied the forms emphasizing 

that family members were to complete their forms in 

isolation, and were not to share their responses with 

each other. Upon completing the forms, the families sent 

the forms back in pre-stamped and addressed return 

envelopes. 

Results 

Responses from the open ended question indicated 

that, in general, subjects were refering to affective 

structure as defined by Lowman (1981) rather than 

cohesion as defined by Olson, Russell & Sprenkle (1983) 

when responding to the MVP "closeness/distance" scale. 

Subjects almost universally saw the highest possible 

"closeness" rating (a "5" on the MVP scale) as indicative 

of an ideal type relationship. All but 3 of 117 subjects 
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who responded used at least one of the following positive 

words or phrases to describe what a "close" relationship 

would be like: 

Love; concern; respect; caring; comforting; sharing; 

listening; understanding; supporting; affection; 

honesty; acceptance; trust; tolerance; willing to 

compromise; confiding, a committment to work out 

differences; relaxed; comfortable; enjoying one 

another's company and wanting each other around; 

able to "get along"; doing nice things for each 

other; open or "good" communication; able to discuss 

any problem with the other; being interested in the 

other. 

In short, the responses indicated that the subjects 

were seeing the 5-point closeness/distance scale of the 

MVP as addressing the amount of positive feelings that 

individuals in a relationship have toward one another. 

Respondents cited only characteristics of relationships 

that are usually associated with healthy relationships. 

Responses also provided some explicit evidence that 

the MVP scale is not a measure of "family cohesion," as 

defined by Olson, Russell and Sprenkle (1983). High 

levels of cohesion exist when the extreme closeness of 

individuals in a relationship limit the individual 

autonomy of the individuals. There is an emphasis on 

unity at the expense of individuality. Disagreement is 
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suppressed. While most of the subjects did not mention 

issues relevant to cohesion, those who did indicated that 

"close" relationships are characterized by no lack of 

individual autonomy. Consider the following responses: 

(recall that subjects are responding to the question, 

"What do you mean when you say that a relationship 

between two people is "close?" For example, describe 

what a relationship would be like if you rated it "5" on 

the above scale.) 

"A sharing of ideas, but not necessarily being in 

agreement at all times. Togetherness, but yet each being 

an individual person." 

"When people feel free to talk even though they may not 

agree. They respect each other's opinion whatever it may 

be. 

"Being able to discuss anything, and disagree without 

fear of reprisal. Having each other's mutual welfare as 

top priority for both parties, with freedom for 

individual differences." 

"Being able to talk about any subject without shading the 

truth or avoiding areas that make one feel 

uncomfortable. 
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"Both people would be supportive, self-sacrificial, and 

able to give and take disagreement without feeling hurt 

or holding a grudge." 

"The two people get along well and can work out their 

differences." 

"When they understand what each other is feeling, and 

respect each other's privacy." 

In sum, the data indicate that the MVP scale is not 

a measure of family cohesion. Rather, the MVP appears to 

measure family affect. The MVP allows each relationship 

in a family to be represented on a continum from positive 

to negative affect. This is not to say, however, that 

the MVP variable of family affect is unrelated to family 

cohesion. Certain responses of subjects in this study 

indicate that high levels of affective closeness may be 

associated with moderate levels of cohesion. The 

important implication to be derived from the subjects' 

responses, however, is that the MVP scale should not be 

interpreted as measuring family cohesion. Since the 

terms of "closeness" and "distance" are frequently 

associated with family cohesion, caution must be 

exercized not to assume that high MVP scores are 

indicative of high levels of cohesion. High MVP scores 
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mean that there is a good deal of positive affect in a 

relationship, but not necessarily that there is a lack of 

individual autonomy. 

The Multiple Vantage Profile as a 
Measure of Family Affective Structure 

The variable of family affect has thus far in the 

family therapy literature received less attention than 

the variable of family cohesion. However, family 

affective structure may be a variable of no less 

importance than family cohesion. Lowman (1981) has 

recently argued that: 

The greatest single source of predictive variance in 
all family and marital measures is the affective or 
emotional predispositions (positive and negative 
feelings) existing between family members. Simply 
put, it is my contention that all family and marital 
measures are correlated with a common affective 
dimension and that it is this common dimension from 
which they derive the lion's share of their 
predictive variance, (p. 57) 

To support this claim, Lowman (1980, 1981) cites numerous 

studies in which factor analyses of family self-report 

scales have consistently produced large first factors 

relating to positive and negative affect. Beavers' 

(1976) research also highlights the importance of family 

affect. Beavers found that one of the major character

istics that distinguished optimally healthy families from 

other families was the expectation of positive affective 

interaction in family relationships. 

Lowman maintains that until the developent of the 
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Inventory of Family Feelings (Lowman, 1980), there was no 

family measurement instrument designed primarily to tap 

family affective structure. The Inventory of Family 

Feelings (IFF) is a 38-item scale in which each member of 

a family answers "agree," "disagree," or "neutral" to 

each item in terms of his or her feelings at that moment 

toward every other member. Sample items are "I feel 

close to this family member," and "I feel warm toward 

this family member." The result is an affective rating 

for each relationship within the family. The IFF has 

demonstrated good validity and reliability in three 

separate studies. It has consistently been effective in 

discriminating between families who are in treatment and 

"normal" families (Lowman, 1980). 

In the sense that every dyadic relationship within 

the family is addressed, the IFF is similar to the 

Multiple Vantage Profile. However, the Multiple Vantage 

Profile improves upon the IFF in two important ways. 

First, the MVP uses multiple description in assessing 

each dyadic relationship. That is, every member is not 

only asked about his or her own relationships, but also 

about the relationships of all other dyads in the 

treatment system. Second, the MVP includes the therapist 

in the assessment process. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

Data gathered on the Multiple Vantage Profile 

indicate that the variable that this instrument measures 

is very similar to "family affective structure" as 

identified by Lowman (1980, 1981). While there is 

already one measure of family affective structure in 

existence, it is lacking in that it does not elicit 

multiple perspectives in assessing relationships, and it 

does not address the therapist's role in the system. The 

MVP answers these weaknesses, and is therefore suggested 

as a potentially useful measure of family affective 

structure. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, two separate projects have 

been described that have each illustrated a specific way 

computer technology can be used to create family therapy 

assessment instruments that are more responsive to the 

theories that guide clinicians than previous instruments 

have been. In each separate project, a computerized 

assessment instrument was developed explicitly for the 

purpose of promoting theoretically-informed assessment 

procedures. In this chapter, each of these instruments 

will be summarized, limitations will be stated, and 

future directions suggested. 

The Computerized Spouse Observation 

Checklist 

In Chapter One, it was argued that the Spouse Obser

vation Checklist (SOC), which has become integral to the 

development of marital therapies based upon social 

exchange theory, actually uses an assessment methodology 

that violates a basic premise of social exchange theory 

which states that all behaviors are not equally rewarding 

or costly for marital partners to give or receive. 

Disregarding this basic tenet of social exchange theory, 

the original version of the SOC lables certain behaviors 

a. priori as "pleasing" and "displeasing." Chapter One 
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describes the development of a computerized version of 

the SOC that is more consistent with social exchange 

theory than the original SOC in that it allows 

individuals to decide for themselves what behaviors to 

label as pleasing or displeasing. 

In Chapter Two, a study is described in which 22 

married individuals were given both the original and 

personalized forms of the SOC in order to compare the 

equivalency of the two forms with regard to the 

assessment data they generated. It was found that the 

two instruments did not significantly differ in the 

assessment data generated. 

The fact that the two assessment instruments yielded 

equivalent assessment data does not dimish the importance 

of the difference between them. Gurman and Knudson 

(1978) have aptly pointed out that, by arranging the 

items into "pleasing" and "displeasing" categories 

a priori , the SOC communicates to couples that certain 

events "should" be pleasing or displeasing, or worse yet, 

that events listed as pleasing are "good," and events 

listed as displeasing are "bad." They state that many of 

the events listed as displeasing may actually be healthy 

for a marriage, and conclude that the SOC may subtly 

encourage repression of conflict. 

It is for reasons such as those being argued here 

that the developers of social exchange theory have 
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asserted that not all behaviors will be uniformly 

pleasing or displeasing for all individuals, and that 

each individual will determine for himself or herself 

what will please or displease. Since the computerized 

SOC allows individuals to do exactly this, it is 

recommended as a potentially significant alternative to 

the original SOC. 

It should be recognized that the sample used in 

testing the equivalence of the original and computerized 

SOCs was quite small, young, and well educated. 

Therefore, future studies should include samples more 

representative of the general and treatment populations 

It should also be recognized that even though the 

computerized SOC allows couples to assign behaviors as 

pleasing or displeasing at the beginning of treatment, 

these behaviors could change during the course of 

treatment. In other words, just because a behavior was 

pleasing for an individual at one point in time does not 

mean that it will always be pleasing. Therefore, the 

couple should have the opportunity to reassign behaviors 

periodically during treatment. 

The Computerized Multiple Vantage 

Profile 

Whereas the first part of this dissertation 

addressed the problem of designing a computerized 

assessment instrument responsive to social exchange 
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theory, the second part addressed the problem of 

designing a computerized assessment instrument responsive 

to systems theory. In Chapter Three, it was argued that 

traditional family thearapy assessments could become more 

responsive to the full complexity of families addressed 

by family systems theory by: 

1. Eliciting multiple views of relationship patterns. 

2. Recognizing the importance of every dyadic 

relationship in the family. 

3. Recognizing the therapist's participation in the 

family system in treatment. 

In light of the fact that there is currently no existing 

family therapy assessment responsive to each of the above 

areas, a computerized assessment instrument was designed 

to do exactly that. The Multiple Vantage Profile elicits 

the views of each member of the family regarding every 

dyadic relationship in the treatment system, including 

the dyadic relationships between therapist and family 

members. In this way, the MVP is more responsive to the 

full complexity of families addressed by systems theory 

than existing assessment instruments. 

In Chapter Four, the "interpersonal closeness/ 

distance" scale of the MVP was examined. In an attempt 

to determine exactly what variable was being tapped by 

this scale, 40 families (117 subjects) were asked to 

respond to the question: 
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What do you mean when you say that a relationship 

between two people is "close?" (For example, 

describe what a relationship would be like if you 

rated it "5" on the above MVP scale.) 

Responses to this question indicated that the MVP 

measures family affective structure as defined by Lowman 

(1980, 1981), as opposed to family cohesion (Olson, 

Russell & Sprenkle, 1983). The MVP allows each 

relationship within a treatment system to be described on 

a continum ranging from positive to negative affect 

present (or desired) between the individuals in the 

relationship , 

It should be emphasized that the second part of this 

dissertation was intended to describe only the initial 

development and exploration of the MVP. Much remains to 

be done in the way of establishing the instrument as a 

useful addition or alternative to existing family therapy 

assessment instruments. Adequate reliability and 

validity must be established. Test-retest reliability 

could be demonstrated by administering the MVP to the 

same families twice, at a fixed interval, and then 

correlating the two sets of scores. The validity of the 

instrument could be addressed by determining how the MVP 

scores correlate with other established measures of 

interpersonal closeness/distance. From the preliminary 

data described in Chapter Four, it can be hypothesized 
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that the MVP would converge with measures of family 

affect, such as the Inventory of Family Feelings (Lowman, 

1980), and diverge from measures of family cohesion such 

as the Faces II instrument (Olson, Portner & Bell, 1982). 

In addition, it could be hypothesized that the MVP would 

discriminate between "functional" and "dysfuctional" 

families. Future studies should empirically test each of 

these hypotheses. The tendency for subjects to give 

socially desirable answers when responding to the MVP 

questions should also be checked in future studies. 

Finally, it should be noted that it is the 

assessment method, not the variable being measured, that 

is the unique component of the MVP. Other instruments 

have measured the family affect variable, but no others 

elicit the multiple perspectiveis of all family members, 

and address all dyads within the treatment system, 

including dyadic relationships between the therapist and 

family members. Thus, it is how the MVP measures 

relationships, not the particular aspect of relation

ships being measured that renders it more responsive 

to the complexity of family systems. The obvious 

implication is that the MVP methodology can be extended 

to include assessment of other aspects of relationships 

For example, in addition to measuring family affective 

structure, a scale could be developed to tap the 

related variable of family cohesion, or family 
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adaptibility or the hierarchical arrangement of 

relationships with regard to decision making. Each of 

these family variables could be tapped by eliciting 

multiple views of the multiplicity of relationships 

within a therapist-family treatment system. In doing so, 

family therapy assessment would begin to more fully tap 

the complexity of families addressed by systems theory. 

In conclusion, this dissertation represents two 

attempts to address a challenge that has been 

increasingly articulated by family therapy researchers 

and scholars. The challenge is for family therapy 

assessment procedures to become more relevant to the 

theories that actually guide treatment (Fislinger, 1983; 

Gurman & Kniskern, 1978). It is the contention of the 

present author that the use of computer technology can be 

one useful avenue to take in addressing this challenge. 

The two projects described in this dissertation lend some 

initial support to this contention. 



ENDNOTES 

No special computer program was developed to achieve the 
processing needed in this study. The processing 
functions used are already available in most word 
processing software packages. Once the SOC items are 
typed onto a computer disk, the program needs only to be 
able to delete whole lines, and to search for specific 
words and replace them with others. 

2 
While the word processing program used in the present 
project was a program called "Script," made for an IBM 
main frame computer, most microcomputer word processing 
programs can be used for this purpose. 

3 
A grant was awarded by the American Association for 

Marriage and Family Therapy to fund the development of 
this program, A computer programmer was hired to program 
the computer to do what I have described in this chapter. 
4 
The therapist's hypothesis should never be seen as 
suggesting any "objective reality" that operates in the 
family. As Maturana (1978, p. 50) states: 

Representation, meaning, and description are 
notions that apply only and exclusively to 
the operation of living systems in a consensual 
domain, and are defined by an observer to refer 
to second-order consensual behavior. For this 
reason, these notions have no explanatory value 
for the characterization of the actual operation 
of living systems as autopoietic systems, even 
though they arise through structural coupling. 
Because a description always implies an inter
action by a member of a domain of consensus, the 
domain of descriptions is necessarily bounded by 
the ultimate possible interactions of a living 
system through the properties of its components. 

In other words, all hypotheses and interpretations of the 
MVP are strictly in the domain of the observer and can 
never be held as operative in the observed family system. 
The usefulness of any therapeutic hypothesis can only be 
evalutated in terms of its relation to therapeutic 
interventions and subsequent outcomes. 

The reader is again reminded that a multitude of 
hypotheses may fit the description of this particular 
case. 

^It is beyond the scope of the present paper to discuss 
the limitations inherent in using measures concerned with 
dyadic interaction to evaluate more complex relations. 
Although social scientists have fantasized about the 
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capability of assessing 
quadradic) relations, i 
and logic has not yet c 
dyadic calculus. Warre 
modern experimental epi 
understanding of biolog 
events) is constrained 
The point is that we ar 
assessing dyadic relati 
inferences as we wish t 
relationship. 

triadic (and presumably 
n the most formal sense, science 
onstructed anything beyond a 
n McCulloch (1965), the father of 
stemology, often lamented that our 
ical processes (including social 
by our lack of a triadic calculus, 
e presently limited to formally 
ons, although we may make as many 
o more complex patterns of 
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spouse Observation c h e c k l i s t 

COBPanionship 
Raae: 

Pleases Date: 

l i s t e n e d to aas ic on the radio or s t e r e o . . . . . . . . . . . 
sa t and read together " 
vatched TT (1/2 hoar or aore) - ^ 
read aload to each o t h e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ] 
• ocked together on decorating oar h o a e . . . . . . . . . . . . .] 
played a a s i c a l ins truaents together or sang 
together. ._ 
read the newspaper together........................' 
gardened...........................................] 
played with oar pets ' 
baked bread or pastries................ 
played chess, aonopoly (any board gaae)............] 
played c a r d s . . . . .....,[ 
got high on drugs or a l c o h o l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
hoAted for i n t e r e s t i n g things to p h o t o . . . . . . . . . . . . . ] 
took a valk...... 
went for a ride....................................] 
did exercises together...............1.............] 
sanbathed together.. 
played Tolleyball, basketball, etc together......... 
went bowling, skating or played pool. 
went sviaaing or diTing..... , 
played frisbee. 
attended a sporting ewent................ 
went jogging or bicycle riding...................... 
played golf,tennis, badainton or pingpong 
went shopping for new clothes 
went to a dance or party 
had a fancy 'candlelight* dinner at hoae ••• •. 
went oat for a nice aeal or dinner 
went oar for coffee, coke, or ice creaa........... .. 
ate at an inexpensive restaurant or drive in 
went to a auseua........ 
went to a bar or tavern.. -. ••••. 
went to a aovie (play, talldt, etc.) 
went to a club or organizational aeeting.......... .. 
worked on a coaaunity prcject 
went to a class or lecture.... .... • •. 
went to the library together 
went folk dancing or aguare dancing 
worked together on an art or craft prolect 
discussed or worked on a project that one 
of us is responsible for.............. • 
worked together on a hobby (staap collecting, etc.). 
participated in religious activities 
went to a church service.....-....•..••-.••••••••• •. 
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Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase shoved no interest in ay work/school 
Sponse interfered with ae working on projects 

I bcongbt hoae froa work/school 
Spoase aade bad decision or behaved 

inappropriately at work 
Spoase renained upset or angry about work after 

he/she case hoae 
Spoase talked too auch about work 
Spoase nade no efforts to get a job.... 
Spa«s« worked overtiae or brought hoae work to do..... 
SpoQse coaplaiaed I spend too auch tiae at work , 

Subtotal displeases 

Personal Habi^ts and Appearance 

Pleases 

Spoase paid attention to his/her appearance 
(shaved, took a bath, etc.)......................., 

Spoase dressed n i ce ly . . 
Spoase hung ap'his/her c lothes in the closet 
Spoase got a hai rca t or h a i r d o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase le f t c lothes lying around.. 
Spoase l e f t d i r ty dishes around the h o u s e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Spoase aissed the ashtray with c iga re t t e ashes . . ._ 
Spoase aade a aess and d idn ' t clean i t up. 
Spoase l e f t personal belongings lying around the house. 
Spouse aoabled..... 
Spoase spoke in whining voice 
Spoase sacked during aealtiae.......................... 
Spouse blew saoke (or coughed in ay face) 
Spouse slurped liguid or aade other unpleasant 

aoises while eating _ 
Spoase used poor table aanners. 
Spoase talked with aouth full of food .. 
Spoase belched.... 
Spoase was late in picking ae up _ 
Spoase execeeded speed liait or drove carelessly....... 
Spoase aade us late for an appointaent by not 
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«e took a nap together 
Ve exchanged a gift 
ie watched the sunset (sunrise) 
Ve laughed together 
«e had a pillow fight 

subtotal pleases 

Pleases 

We held each other....... 
Be took a shower or bath together... 
ffe waraed each other in bed 
Ie tickled and roagh-housed together....... 
«e held hands....... , 
Spoase hugged or kissed ae........... 
Spoase gave ae a aassage, rubbed lotion on ay 

back, etc....... 
Spoase coddled close to ne in bed..................... 
Spoase waraed ay cold feet.. 
Spoase greeted ae affectionately when I caae hoae..... 
Spoase touched ae affectionately...................... 

Subtotal pleases 

Consideration 

Pleases 

Ve talked affectionately 
Spoase thanked ne for doing soaething 
Spoase said he/she loved ae.... 
Spoase asked ae how ay day was 
Spouse conpliaented ne on ay appearance...... 
Spouse said he/she likes ae 
Spoase acted patient when I was cross. 
Spoase showed he/she was glad to see ae........ • ... 
Spoase listened syapathetically to ay probleas 
Spoase skillfully calaed ae down when I 

was being unreasonable 
Spouse agreed strongly with soaething I said 
Spouse coapliaented soaething I aade 
Spouse talked to ae when I asked for soae attention 
Spoase tried to cheer me up 
Spouse apologized to ae 
Spouse forgave ae for soaething 
Spouse expressed approval of ae or soaething I did. 
Spouse was tolerant when I aade a nistake 

• • • • 4 
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Spoase coaforted ae when I was upset , 
Spoase conplied in a friendly aanner to a request ' 
Spoase called to tell ne where he/she was " 
Spoase called ae just to say hello ' 
Spoase waved goodbye to ae when I left 

and/or wished ae a good day.. 
Spoase sailed at ae or laughed with ae ' 
Spoase laughed at ay jokes , ' 
Spoase answered ay guestioas with respect- " 
Spoase was tolerant of ae when I was late ' 
Spoase was tolerant of ay friends ' 
Spoase was careful not to wake ae when I was asleep..." 
Spoase net ae on tiae.. ' 
Spouse answered the phone while I was busy ' 
Spoase cut ay hair ' 
Spoase patched ay clothes ' 
Spoase packed a lunch for ae. ' 
Spouse prepared a favorite food or dessert ' 
Spouse got up and aade breakfast for ae \ 
Spoase brought ae a cup of coffee, tea, etc ' 
Spoase prepared a snack for ae....................... .̂  
Spoase prepared breadfast-in-bed.. ...~ 
Spoase prepared a food or desert I especially like....^ 
Spoase bought soae food itea especially for ae .' 
Spoase did soae of *ny' chores so I 

coald finish a rush job.......... .. 
Spoase asked ae if I needed anything at the store ' 
Spoase brought ae hoae soaething to read..............' 
Spoase vent to bed when I did ....1 
Spoase showed interest in ay hobby................... .̂  
Spoase told ae he/she sees ay work as iaportant...... .' 

Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoose said soaething unkind to ae 
Spouse failed to call when he/she was coning hoae late 
Spoase talked while I was trying to sleep............. 
Spoase woke ae up when I was sleeping................. 
Spoase fell asleep while I was talking to hia/her..... 
Spoase wouldn't accept ay apology..................... _ 
Spoase was sarcastic with ae. ...... . 
Spouse coaaanded ae to do soaething 
Spoase lectured ae rather than listened to ne 
Spouse ignored ae when I asked for soae attention..... 
Spoase told ae how to do soaething I already 

know hov to do.... — — — 
Spoase did soaething for ae instead of showing ae how. 
Spouse said ay jokes are stupid — — — 
Spoose did not respect ay opinion......... — — — 
Spoase disapproved of ne or soaething I did 
Spouse refused ay apology - ••— — — 
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Spoase did not give ne the attention I asked for 
Spoase did not pay attention when I was talking about 

soaething that interests ae; he/she looked away or 
had a bored expression.... 

Spoase conplained about soaething I did 
Spouse criticized ae in front of others 
Spoase criticized something I aade , 
Spoase criticized ay body , 

Spoase called ae just to coaplain about 
soaething I did 

Spoase caae hone late when I needed the car 
Spoase was late when I went to pick hia/her up....... 
Spoase bothered ae when I was concentrating.......... 
Spoase bothered ae when I was on the phone........... 
Spoose aiaicked ae 
Spoase did not cone to a aeal when asked 
Spoase read the paper (or watched TY) rather 

than attending to ne.............. 
Spoase criticized ae for sacking..................... 
Spoase Insisted we go soaewhere I didn't want to go.. 
Spoase shoved no interest in ay hobby.... 

Subtotal displeases 

Sfi2 

Pleases 

Ve engaged in sexual intercourse...................... 
ie enjoyed petting and other sex play 
Ve hogged and kissed passionately................ 
Re tried soae new sexual behaviors that we liked...... 
•e had oral-genital sex 
Ve both were sexually responsive to each other........ 
ve were both sexually satisfied.......... 
Spouse adaired ay body 
Spoose helped ae to reach orgasa. . 
Spoase set aood for sexual experience (ausic, 

wine, candles)........ - — — 
Spoase wrote soaething tht was provacative, enticing 

etc. for ae...... — — 
Spoase caressed ae with hands............. 
Spoase caressed ae with aouth...... 
Spoase wore clothing 1 found sexually stiaulating 
Spoase read soaething pornographic aloud.............. 
Spoase engaged in other sexual behaviors 

that I especially like — — 
Spoose let ae know that he/she enjoyed intercourse 

with ae — — 
Spoose initiated sexual advances • — — 
Spoose was pleasantly responsive to ay sexual advances— — 
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Spoase petted ne 
Spoase participated in a sexual fantasy.. 
Spoase presented hin/herself in the node. 

Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase vas unconnunicat 
Spoase left ae frustrat 
Spoase rushed into inte 
Spoase coaplained about 
Spoase rejected ay sexu 
Spoase turned off in th 
Spoase fell asleep iaae 
Spoase insisted on sexu 
Spoase hart ae or aade 

sezoal activities... 

ive during sexual activity. 
ed at end of sexual session 
rcourse without foreplay. 
ay sexual behaviors..... 

al advances. 
e aiddle of aaking love., 
diately after aaking love 
al practices that Z dislike 
ae unconfortable during 

Subtotal displeases 

Connanication Process 

Pleases 

9e talked about something troubling, outside of 
our relationship.................................. 

Ve were able to work successflly on a problea........ . 
Ve had a good talk about our relationship. 
Ve agreed about soaething 
Ve talked aboot personal feelings 
«e talked aboot personal day-to-day happenings 
Ve had a constroctive conversation about 

f anily nanagenent -
Re talked aoot a vacation - • 
Re had an intellectual, philosophical or 

political discussion.... • 
Re talked about a show we had seen.... 
Re had a huaorous conversation 
Spoase asked aboot ay feelings 
Spoase expressed feelings and thoughts to ne......... 
Spoase confided in ae • • 
Spoase consulted ae about a iaportant decision....... 
Spouse asked for ay opinion 
Spouse showed particular interest in what I said by 

agreeing or asking relevant qustions 
Spoose helped in planning an outing or social event.. 
Spoase suggested soaething fun or interesting that 

we coold do for the evening 
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Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase refused to aake a decis ion on 
s i g n i f i a n t i s s u e 

Spoase refused to talk about a problen we share 
Spoase brought up bad t i n e s froa the past. 
Spoase doninated the conversation 
Spoase interrupted ae 
Spoase offered o a s o l i c i t e d a d v i c e . . . . . 
Spoose responded "I don't know" without considering 

the q u e s t i o n . . . . . . 
Spoase disagreed harshly with soaething I said 
Spoose d idn' t want to talk about his /her 

problea with ae 
Spoase got angry and wooldn't t e l l ae why 
Spoose refused to l i s t e n t o ay f ee l ings 
Spoase aade an iaportant dec i s ion without 

consul t ing ae 
Spouse c o n p l a i n e d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Spoose read a book or watched TV and wouldn't 

ta lk to ae 
Spoase vooldn't ta lk to ae aboot an outing or 

s o c i a l event 
Spoase planned an outing or s o c i a l event without 

eonsa l t ing a e . . 
Spoase refused to help in planning an outing or 

s o c i a l e v e n t . . . . 
Spoase wouldn't talk to ae about his/her 

special interest 

Subtotal displeases 

S23£li&a A?tj.vities 

Pleases 

Re went out for an evening with friends. 
Re invited a coople of our friends over to visit...... 
Ve visited with relatives 
Re net new people 
Re wrote letters to friends or relatives.............. 
Re telephoned friends or relatives 
Re went to a party .- • 
Re entertained a business/work associate. 
Re aade plans for entertaining friends, 

associates, relatives, etc 
Re talked about friends or relatives.......... • 
Spoase arranged to get together with 
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r e l a t i v e s or in- laws 
Spoase inv i ted fr iends over to v i s i t 
Spoase inv i ted conpany for dinner. 
Spoase arranged for us to go to a party 
Spoase aade a good iapress ion on ay friends. 

subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase was onpleasant to people we had 
over for conpany 

Spoase vent t o bed early while we had c o n p a n y . . . . . . . . . 
Spoase c r i t i c i z e d ay parents or r e l a t i v e s . 
Spoase nade bad iapress ion on ay f r i e n d s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Spoase enbarrassed ne in front of fr iends or r e l a t i v e s 

Subtotal d i sp leases 

^ i l d Q£SS SSi gftS?5tj-nq 

Pleases 

Re discussed the chi ldren 
Re took the chi ldren on a faa i ly outing 
Re cared for the ch i ld when s i c k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Re played with the c h i l d r e n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Re d i s c i p l i n e d the c h i l d r e n . . . . . . . . . . 
Spoase read a s tory to the children 
Spoase played with the children 
Spoose d i s c i p l i n e d children appropriately: 

s p e c i f y . 
Spoase answered c h i l d ' s question -
Spoase took chi ldren to school or elsewhere 
Spoose taoght the children soaething 
Spoase helped ch i ld with hoaework 
Spoose gave the chi ldren r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for a jo t , 
Spoase helped reso lve a f ight between the chi ldren. 
Spoase contorted a baby, aade hia/her s top c r y i n g . . . . 
Spoose watched the children for a few ainutes while 

I was busy •;• ••** 
Spoose took care of children while I did soae work... 
Spoase helped feed the children 
Spoase gave child a bath :,**r::: 
Spoase got up in the night to take care of child 
Spoose chaaged baby's diapers 
Spoose helped pot the children to bed 
Spouse arranged for babysitting 
Spoose cleaned out dirty diaper 
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Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase cr i t ic ized the way I handled children in 
front of then 

Spouse refused to help with the children 
Spoose ponished child too severely: 

specify. 
Spoose refased to answer chi ld's question , 
Spoase was unkind to children by cr i t ic iz ing or 

huniliating then , 
Spoose yelled at the children 
Spoase was too pernissive with child; 

S p ec i f y 
Spoase was too protective towards child: ~ 

Specify 
Spoase hit child..7 .....7 
Spoase told child to leave hia/her alone 
Spoase conspired with children to break rules....... 
Spouse contradicted ae in front oT child............ 
Spoase favored one child over another........ 
Spoase refused to help in babysitting arrangenents.. 
Spoose left dirty diaper in toilet... 

Subtotal displeases 

Household Hanaaeaent 

Pleases 

Re ran soae errands 
Re went grocery shopping........ 
Spoose helped with shopping. 
Re planned or prepared a aeal together............... 
Spoose prepared an interesting or good aeal 
Spoose carried groceries into the house 
Spoose had dinner ready on tiae....... 
Spoase helped with cooking -
Spoase set the table . 
Spoase cleared the table and put the food avay........ 
Spoase did the dishes 
Spoose helped ae do the dishes or other chores 
Spoase straightened up the house......... 
Spoase swept, dusted or did other light cleaning 
Spoase aopped the floor, washed windows or did 

other heavy house cleaning........... 
Spouse cleaned the bathroom... 
Re straightened up the house - •••• 
Spouse nade needed conplaints to the landlord. 
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o t i l i t y coapanies , garbage c o l l e c t o r , e tc 
Spoose appropriately handled a ninor household 

c r i s i s vi thoog bothering ae about i t . . . . 
spoase did household repairs or arranged 

t o have then done 
spoase pot d i r t y c l o t h e s in the h M M r l " . " * ! * ! 
Spoose s e t the alar a clock [][ 
Spoose pot the newspapers outs ide I l I I I I I I " * * 
Spoase turned up the heat in the a o r n i n o . . " I ! ! 
Spoase did the laondry 
Spoase chopped wood * **** 
Spoase b o i l t a f i r e 
Spoose torned the l i g h t s off , heat'doCn**etcI* 

before we went out 
Spoase fed the pets ! I I 1 I ! I I 
Spouse cleaned up af ter the pets I . I " ! I I I I I ' I I I 
Spouse nowed the lawn or took care of the y a r d . . . " * l ! 
Spoose took care of needed car repairs or aaintenance 
Spoase washed or cleaned the car 
Spoase pat gas in the car 
Spoase anptied the car ashtray '.'.'." 

Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase served l e f t o v e r s froa the night before. . 
Spoase fixed a food I d i s l i k e 
Spoose forgot to buy food we n e e d e d . . . . . . . 
Spoase l e f t soaething out of the re fr igera tor . . 
Spoase l e f t a s ink f o i l of dishes 
Spoase prepared a t a s t e l e s s neal 
Spoase refosed t o help with hou.sehold 

chores when asked 
Spoase delayed in doing household t a s k s . . . . . . . . 
Spoase nagged or becaae angry about chores I 

hadn't c o a p l e t e d . . 
Spoase l e f t a chore incoaplete 
Spoase l e f t an appliance turned on when he/she 

l e f t the h o u s e . . . 
Spoase did not take care of needed car 

r e p a i r s or needed a a i n t e n a n c e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Spoase forgot to put gas in c a r . . . . . . . . . . . 
Spouse took car when I needed i t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

t i ,0anqial pec i s ion flalsisg 

Pleases 

Subtotal d i sp leases 
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Re nade a aajor financial decision 
Re worked on the budget 
Re balanced the checkbook.... 
Re agreed on a purchase... 
Re got a 'good buy' on something........ 
Spoase paid the bills on tiae 
Spoose helped in planning a budget..... 
Spoase got a 'good buy' on something 
Spouse agreed to splurge on something 
Spoase gave me money to spend any ways I want.. 
Spoase helped aake a decision about a purchase. 

Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase wrote a check without recording it........ 
Spoose spent nore than the tudget allowed 
Spouse bought soaething that coold have been 

purchased for less at another store........... 
Spoose did not pay the bills on time 
Spoose bought something important without 

eonsalting ne................................. 
Spoase borrowed money from a friend.............. 
Spoase wouldn't let ne buy something I wanted.... 
Spouse made a nistake in balancing the checkbook, 
Spoose wanted to know what I had spent money on.. 

Subtotal displeases 

Bnplovmen t-Education 

Pleases 

Ve celebrated a success in work (advanceaent, 
completion of a project, end of tera)..... 

Re discussed future eaploynent opportunities 
Re figured out ways to meet new job deaands........ 
Spoase made significant achieveaent in 

his/her work/school 
Spoase assisted ae with work I brought hoae 
Spoase helped me solve a problem I have in my work. 
Spoase earned special recognition at work. 
Spoase consulted ae about a decision for work 
Spouse shoved interest in ay work/school.. 
Spoase read my paper (report, etc.) 
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being ready on tine 
Spoase hogged the covers................. .....' 
Spoase wore corlers when I was at hone.... ....." 
Spoase violated his/her diet " 
Spoase wore sloppy clothes ^ 
Spoose neglected his/her appearance (did not 

shave, did not bath, etc.) 
Spoose used ay toilet articles: razor, toothbrush, etc' 
Spoase left hairs in the sink.... I 
Spoase nonopolized the bathroom ' 
Spoase did not flosh the toilet after using it " 
Spoase left her/his toilet articles laying out 

in the bathroon...................................._ 
Spoase osed all of the toilet paper without 

getting a new roll .. 
Spoase left the cap off the toothpaste... ~ 
Spoose did not clean the tub after using it ~ 
Spoase left the bathroon in a aess........ .......~ 
Spoase osed ap all the hot water....... 1 

Subtotal displeases 

Self ^nd SPoose Independence 

Pleases 

Re scheduled independent activities and 
responsibilities. 

Re both engaged in independent activities. 
Re went to different shows that we each wanted to see. 
Spoase agreed that we would spend a period of tine 

by oorselves.... 
Spoose responded favorably to ay desire for a 

night oot without her/him 
Spouse supported an independent activity of aine...... 
Spoase went to a lecture (show, film, etc) alone...... 
Spoose read a book........... 
Spoase is doing a physical activity alone (jogging, 

biking, etc) • 
Spoase had lunch (dinner) with a friend.............. < 
Spoase is taking a night class • 
Spoase went to a party alone • 

Subtotal pleases 

Displeases 

Spoase complained when I wanted to spend tine 
with a friend •• • 

Spoase conplained when I wanted tiae to nyself...... 
spoose refused to let ne have free tine for a hotby.. 
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Spoase le f t ae behind to watch the children or work, 
vhi le he/she went oat for f u n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Spoase spoke posi t ively about experience froa which 
I was excluded................. 

Spoase excluded ae froa an activity I would have liked' 
to participate in........... _ 

Spoose opened ay aail or went through 
ay personal papers.................................. 

Subtotal displeases 
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Spouse Observation Checklist (Reek of to ) 

Raae: 

T o t a l s f o r : 1 2 3 « 5 6 7 
P D P C P C F O P D P O P O 

C08PAIX0IISHIP _ _ / _ / / _ _ / / / / 

nrrscTiov ._/__ _ _ / _ _ / _ . _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ 

CORSIOESATIOII / / / / _ / / / 

StX _ / _ _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ / _ __/__ _ / _ _ _ / _ 

connoRiCATioii PROCESS. . . / /__ / / / _ / / 

COOPLIRG ACTITITIBS. . . . __/ __/__ __/__ ._/ _ / _ _ / _ /_ 

CHILD CABB S PAHBVTIlfG . . __ /__ / / / / / / 

ROdSBROLD HARAGBREVT . . . / _ ^ / / / _ / / / 

TIMRCIAl DBCISIOV HAKIRG _ _ / _ _ _ / _ _ _ / _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ / _ _ / _ 

BBPIOIHERT-BDOCATIOV . . . / / _ / _ _ / / _ _ / / 

PBRSORAL HABITS « APPBASAI»Cr__/_ / _ _ _ / „ / _ _ _ / _ _ / / _ 

SBIP S SPOOSB IHDEPEHDEIICB / . . / __ / / / / _ _ / _ _ 

DAILY TOTAL _ _ / _ / _ _ _ / _ _ / _ _ _ / _ _ _ / _ / _ 

DAILT TISB SPBRT TOGETHEP 

OAILT SATISPACTIOV RATING 
( 1 - 9 : 1«TEFT ORSATISFIED 

g-TEHT SATISPIED) 

Anoont of t i n e s p e n t 
on q o e s t i o n n a i r e t o d a y . . 



APPENDIX B 

SPOUSE OBSERVATION CHECKLIST 

ASSESSMENT FORM 
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Spouse Observation Checklist 

Direction^i 
Belon ace listed lany activities that you and/or your spoase 

•ay engage in fron tine to tine. Please mark an "x" through the 
nunber after each iten nhich coaes closest to descriking how you 
would probably feel if the activity actually occurred. 
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-1 
displeased nei ther pleased 

ncr displeased 

• 1 
pi eased 

We listened to ausic on the radio or stereo.. -

Spoase said soaething unkind to ae -

ie sat and read together 

We vatched TT (1/2 hour or aore) -

Spouse failed to call when he/she was coning hoRe late -

Spouse did not clean the tub after using it... 

We read aloud to each other............ 

Spouse talked vhile I vas trying to sleep. 

Spoase did not give ae the attention I asked for...... 

We vorked together on decorating our hoae 

Spoase voke ae up vhen I vas sleeping... 

We played aasical instruaents together or sang 

together..... - - -

Spoase f e l l asleep vhi le I was ta lk ing to h i a / h e r . . . . . 

We read the nevspaper together 

Spoase wouldn't accept ay a p o l o g y . . . . -

Spouse did soaething for ae instead of showing ae how. -

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

0 • ! 

0 • ! 

0 *^ 

0 • ! 

0 • ! 
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Spoase vas sarcastic with ae 

We baked bread or pastries .. 

Spoase coaaanded ae to do soaething..... 

We played chess, aonopoly (any board game) 

Spouse lectured ae rather than listened to ae 

We played cards.... 

Spoase ignored ae vhen I asked for soae attention..... 

Spoase refased to help in planning an outing or 

social event.... 

We got high oa drugs or alcohol..... 

Spoase told ae hov to do soaething I already 

know hov to do 

Spouse sa id ay jokes a r e s t u p i d . . . 

We took a v a l k . . . . 

We vent for a ride ---

Spoose did not respect ay opinion 

We did exercises together 

Spoase disapproved of ae or soaething I did......... .. 

Spoase refased ay apology.........-•-..•. 

We went bovling, skating or played pool 

spouse did not pay attention vhen I vas talking about 

soaething that interests ae; he/she looked avay or 

had a bored expression 

We vent sviaaing or diving 

Spouse coaplained about soaething I did 

We attended a sporting event 

We vent jogging or bicycle riding • 

Spouse criticised ae in front of others 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

0 +1 

0 +1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

0 +1 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •I 
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We vent shopping for new clothes 

Spoase criticized soaething I aade 

We vent to a dance or party............. 

Spoase criticized ay body 

We had a fancy 'candlelight* dinner at hoae 

We vent out for a nice aeal or dinner 

We went our for coffee, coke, or ice creaa 

Spoase called ae just to coaplain about 

soaething I did....... 

Spouse caae hoae late vhen I needed the car 

We ate at an inexpensive restaurant or drive in....... 

We vent to a bar or tavern 

We vent to a aovie (play, tallet, etc.}............... 

Spoase vas late vhen I vent to pick hia/her up........ 

Spoase bothered ae vhen I vas concentrating.... 

We vent to the library together 

We vent folk dancing or sguare dancing,. -

Spoase bothered ae vhen I was on the phone............ 

We vorked together on an art or craft project 

We discussed or vorked on a project that one 

of us is responsible for - -• 

Spouse aiaicked ne.... .....--.-

Spouse read the paper (or watched TT) rather 

than attending to ae 

Spouse used all of the toilet paper without 

getting a new roll..... 

We vorked together on a hobby (staap collecting, etc.) -

We took a nap together 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

0 *^ 

0 *^ 

0 *^ 

0 +1 

0 •! 
0 •! 
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We exchanged a g i f t 

Spouse i n s i s t ed ve go soaevhere I didn't vant to g o . . . 

Spouse shoved no interest in ay hobby 

We vatched the sunset (sunrise) 

We laughed together 

We had a pillov fight 

We held each other 

We took a shover or bath together 

We warned each other in bed 

We tickled and rough-housed together..... 

We held hands...... ,. 

Spoase hugged or kissed ae....... 

Spoase left the cap off the toothpaste 

Spoase gave ae a aassage, rubbed lotion on ay 

back, etc... , 

Spouse cuddled close to ae in bed 

Spouse varaed ay cold feet 

Spouse greeted ae affectionately when I cane hoae 

Spouse touched ae affectionately 

We talked affectionately.............................. 

Spouse thanked ae for doing soaething........ 

Spouse said he/she loved ae......................... .. 

Spouse refused to aake a decision on 

significant issue 

Spouse asked ae hov ay day vas. 

Spouse conpliaented ae on ay appearance 

Spouse said he/she likes ae 

Spouse acted patient vhen I vas cross 

- 1 0 

-1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

-1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

1 0 

•1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 
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Spouse shoved he/she vas glad to see ae 

Spoase listened syapathetically to ay probleas 

Spouse refused to talk about a problea ve share 

Spouse skillfully calaed ae dovn vhen I 

vas being unreasonable 

Spoase agreed s trongly v i t h soaething I sa id 

Spouse used up a l l the hot va ter . 

Spouse coap l iaented soaething I a a d e . . . . 

Spouse brought up bad t i a e s froa the p a s t . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Spouse doaisated the c o n v e r s a t i o n . . . . . . . . 

Spouse talked t o ae when I asked for soae a t t e n t i o n . . . 

Spouse interrupted ae 

Spouse t r i e d t o cheer ae u p . . 

Spouse apologized to ae 

Spouse forgave ae for s o a e t h i n g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Spouse of fered u n s o l i c i t e d advice •• 

Spouse sonopol ized the b a t h r o o a . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • . . . • . *• 

Spouse expressed approval of ae or soaething I d i d . . . . 

Spouse vas t o l e r a n t vhen I aade a a i s take . -

Spouse coaforted ae vhen I vas upset 

Spouse responded "I don't knov" without considering 

the guest ion .«• 

Spouse coBplied in a friendly Banner to a reguest 

Spouse called to tell ae where he/she was 

Spouse called ae just to say hello 

Spouse waved goodbye to ae vhen I left 

and/or vished ae a good day 

spouse disagreed harshly vith soaething I said 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 
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Spoase sai led at ae or laughed vith ae 

Spouse laaghed at ay jokes 

spouse ansvered ay guestioas vith respect 

Spouse didn't vant to talk about his/her 

problea vith ae. 

Spouse did not flush the t o i l e t after using i t 

Spouse vas tolerant of ne vhen I vas l a t e . . . . . 

Spouse got angry and vouldn't t e l l ae why 

Spouse coaplained vhen I vanted to spend t i a e 

v i th a f r i e n d . . . . . 

Spouse vas tolerant of ay friends................... 

Spouse vas careful not to wake ae vhen I was asleep. 

Spouse left the bathrooa in a aess 

Spouse net ae on tiae. ••...............•..••... ••«.. 

Spouse refused to listen to ay feelings. 

Spouse ansvered the phone while I was busy 

Spouse cut ay hair...... ..••-..••...••.•.•.•••• * 

Spouse left hairs in the sink 

Spouse patched ay clothes 

Spouse aade an iaportant decision without 

consulting ae... .•• - -••• 

Spouse prepared a favorite food or dessert 

Spouse got up and aade breakfast for ae 

Spouse brought ae a cup of coffee, tea, etc 

Spouse prepared a snack for me........-.-•••«• > 

Spouse prepared breadfast-in-bed- • 

Spouse prepared a food or desert I especially like.. 

Spouse bought soae food itea especially for ae 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 +1 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 
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Spoase coaplained 

Spoase did soae of 'ay' chores so I 

coald finish a rush job 

Spoase read a book or vatched TT and vouldn't 

t a l k t o ae 

Spoase asked ae i f I needed anything at the s t o r e . . . . 

Spoase brought ae hoae soaething t o read 

Spoase vouldn't t a l k t o ae about an outing or 

s o c i a l e v e n t . . . . 

Spoase vent to bed vhen I did 

Spoase left her/his toilet articles laying out 

in the bathrooa 

Spouse shoved interest in ay hobby 

Spouse told ae he/she sees ay vork as iaportant....... 

We engaged in sexual intercourse 

Spouse vas uncoaaunicative during sexual activity..... 

We enjoyed petting and other sex play.. 

Spouse left ae frustrated at end of sexual session.... 

We hugged and kissed passionately..................... 

We tried soae nev sexual behaviors that ve liked...... 

We had oral->genital sex.... 

Spoase rushed into intercourse vithout foreplay....... 

We both vere sexually responsive to each other........ 

We vere both sexually satisfied 

Spouse adaired ay body 

Spouse coaplained about ay sexual behaviors........... 

Spouse rejected ay sexual advances 

Spouse helped ae to reach orgasa 

0 *t 

• 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 
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Spouse set aood for sexual experience (ausic, 

wine, candles) 

Spoase wrote soaething tht vas provacative, enticing 

etc. for ae.... 

Spouse caressed ae vith hands.. 

Spoase caressed ae vith aouth......... 

Spoase vore clothing I found sexually stiaulating..... 

Spoase read soaething pornographic aloud. 

Spoase turned off in the aiddle of aaking love. 

Spouse engaged in other sexual behaviors 

that I especially like..... 

Spouse fell asleep iaaediately after aaking love 

Spouse let ae knov that he/she enjoyed intercourse 

vith ae 

Spouse initiated sexual advances.. 

Spouse vas pleasantly responsive to ay sexual advances 

Spoase insisted on sexual practices that I dislike.... 

Spouse petted ae..........•• 

Spouse participated in a sexual fantasy 

Spouse hurt ae or aade ae unconfortable during 

sexual activities 

Spouse presented hia/herself in the nude 

We talked about soaething troubling, outside of 

our relationship 

We vere able to work successflly on a problea 

Spouse planned an outing or social event without 

consulting ne •"" 

Spoase wore sloppy clothes 

-t 0 •! 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 
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We had a good ta lk about our r e l a t i o n s h i p 

Spouse coaplained vhen l vanted t i a e to ayse l f 

We agreed about soaething 

We ta lked about personal f e e l i n g s . . . . 

Spouse hogged the c o v e r s . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , , , , , . , , , , . 

We ta lked about personal day-to-day happenings 

We had a c o n s t r u c t i v e conversat ion about 

family aanageaent . , , . , . 

We t a l k e d about a vacat ion , 

We had an i n t e l l e c t u a l , ph i lo soph ica l or 

p o l i t i c a l d i s c u s s i o n . . . . . . . . 

We talked about a show ve had seen...... 

We had a huaorous conversation........................ 

Spouse asked about ay feelings,.......,,. ,,. 

jSpouse expressed feelings and thoughts to ae 

Spouse confided in ae ., 

Spoase wouldn't talk to ae about his/her 

special interest, 

Spouse consulted ne about a iaportant decision........ 

Spouse asked for ay opinion 

Spouse shoved particular interest in vhat I said by 

agreeing or asking relevant qustions 

Spouse refused to let ae have free tiae for a hobby... 

Spouse helped in planning an outing or social event... 

Spouse vas unpleasant to people we had 

over for coapany 

Spouse suggested soaething fun or interesting that 

ve could do for the evening 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

0 •! 

0 +1 
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We vent oat for an evening vith friends -

Spoase vent to bed early vhile ve had coapany -

Spoase used ay toilet articles; razor, toothbrush, etc -

We invited a couple of our friends over to visit -

We visited vith relatives -

Spouse criticized ay parents or relatives -

Spouse aade bad iapression on ay friends....,,,....... 

Spouse neglected his/her appearance (did not 

shave, did not bath, etc.) 

We vrote letters to friends or relatives. 

We telephoned friends or relatives... 

We vent to a party. ,.,,.,.,,... 

Spouse enbarrassed ae in front of friends or relatives -

We entertained a business/work associate 

Spoase forgot to buy food we needed................... 

We nade plans for entertaining friends, 

associates, relatives, etc 

Spouse left soaething out of the refrigerator -

We talked about friends or relatives... -

Spouse arranged to get together with 

relatives or in-laws " 

Spoase invited friends over to visit -

Spouse invited coapany for dinner - ..... 

Spouse arranged for us to go to a party 

Spoase aade a good iapression on ay friends -

Spouse left a sink full of dishes 

We ran soae errands • 

We vent grocery shopping •••-

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

•1 0 

-1 0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 
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Spouse refused t o help v i t h household 

chores vhen asked 

Spouse helped v i t h shopping 

We planned or prepared a aeal together 

Spouse carr ied g r o c e r i e s i n t o the house 

Spouse helped v i t h cooking 

Spouse s e t the t a b l e 

Spouse c l eared the t a b l e and put the food avay 

Spouse delayed in doing household tasks 

Spoase was l a t e in picking ne up 

Spouse did the d i shes 

Spouse helped ne do the d i s h e s or other chores 

Spouse nagged or becaae angry about chores I 

hadn't c o a p l e t e d . 

Spoase s tra ightened up the h o u s e . . . , . . 

Spouse swept, dusted or did other l i g h t c l e a n i n g . , , . 

Spouse nopped the f l o o r , washed vindovs or did 

other heavy house c l e a n i n g . . , , , , , . , . . 

Spouse l e f t a chore i n c o a p l e t e , . . . . . 

Spouse c leaned the b a t h r o o a . . , , . . , . . . . , , . . . 

Spouse l e f t ae behind to watch the chi ldren or work, 

v h i l e he / she vent out for fun. 

We s tra ightened up the house 

Spouse l e f t an appl iance turned on when he/she 

l e f t the h o u s e . . 

Spouse aade needed conplaints to the landlord, 

utility coapanies, garbage collector, etc 

Spouse appropriately handled a ainor household 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

0 +1 
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crisis vithout bothering ne about it -

Spoase did not take care of needed car 

repairs or needed aaintenance. .,,,,.., 

Spoase did household repairs or arranged 

to have then .done 

Spoase put dirty clothes in the haaper -

Spoase forgot to put gas in car................ 

Spouse set the alara clock -

Spouse took car vhen I needed it -

Spouse turned the lights off, heat dovn, etc., 

before ve vent out. •.•.,.,,.•.....,.............. .. 

Spouse took care of needed car repairs or aaintenance. 

Spoase vrote a check vithout recording it 

Spouse washed or cleaned the car,.,...... 

Spouse put gas in the car,,,..,,,,..........,..,...... 

Spouse spent aore than the budget alloved........... .. 

Spouse spoke positively about experience froa which 

X vas excluded 

We aade a aajor financial decision. 

We vorked on the budget............. 

We balanced the checkbook 

Spouse bought soaething that could have been 

purchased for less at another store... 

Spouse did not pay the bills on tiae... 

We agreed on a purchase...,....•.......••.•..«•.•... «• 

Spouse execeeded speed liait or drove carelessly 

We got a 'good buy' on soaething 

Spouse paid the bills on tiae -

0 •! 

0 +1 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 +1 

0 •! 

0 +1 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 +1 

0 +1 

0 +1 

0 +1 

0 *y 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 +1 

0 +1 

0 •! 

0 +1 

0 -n 
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Spouse bought sonething iaportant v i thout 

con s a l t i n g n e . . . . . 

Spoase helped in planning a budget 

Spouse got a 'good buy' on soaething 

Spouse borroved noney froa a fr iend 

Spouse agreed t o splurge on soaething 

Spouse vouldn' t l e t ae buy soaething I vanted 

Spouse gave ae aoney t o spend any vays I want 

Spouse helped nake a d e c i s i o n about a purchase 

We ce l ebrated a s u c c e s s in work (advanceaent, 

conple t ion of a p r o j e c t , end of tera) 

Spouse aade a a i s t a k e in balancing the checkbook 

We d i scussed future eaployaent opportuni t ies 

Spouse vanted to knov vhat I had spent aoney on 

We f igured out vays to aeet nev job deaands 

Spoase paid a t t e n t i o n to h i s / h e r appearance 

(shaved, took a bath, e t c . ) . , . . 

Spoase l e f t c l o t h e s ly ing around 

Spouse nade us l a t e for an appointaent by not 

being ready on tine...... ....,,.. 

Spouse excluded ne froa an activity I vould have liked 

to participate in 

Spouse dressed nicely 

Spouse left dirty dishes around the house 

Spouse hung up his/her clothes in the closet... 

Spouse got a haircut or hairdo..........-••••......, ,, 

Spouse nade a aess and didn't clean it up 

We scheduled independent activities and 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

0 +1 

0 •! 

0 *y 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •! 

0 •! 
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responsibilities 

Spoase left personal belongings lying around the house -

We both engaged in independent activities -

We vent to different shovs that ve each wanted to see. -

Spouse agreed that we would spend a period of tiae 

by ourselves.. . 

Spouse nunbled... ..,.. 

Spouse responded favorably to ay desire for a 

night out without her/hia -

Spouse supported an independent activity of nine 

Spouse spoke in whining voice 

Spouse opened ay aail or vent through 

ny personal papers. ..,,.. 

Spouse vent to a lecture (shov, file, etc) alone 

Spouse read a book 

Spoase slurped liguid or aade other unpleasant 

noises vhile eating 

Spouse is doing a physical activity alone (jogging, 

biking, etc) 

Spouse used poor table aanners........... 

Spouse had lunch (dinner) vith a friend .. 

Spouse talked vith aouth full of food 

Spouse vent to a party alone 

Spouse belched.. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

• 1 

0 • I 

0 • ! 

0 • ! 

0 • ! 

0 41 

0 • ! 

0 • ! 

Wev Directions; 
Belov are l i s t e d aany a c t i v i t i e s which aany couples have the opportunity 
to engage in every week, ether couples, due to their l i f e s t y l e s or 
environaental l i a i t a t i o n s , do not have the opportunity to engage in 
these a c t i v i t i e s regularly- In the blank space following each 
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activity listed belov, please place a check aark if the activity 
could occur in the next veek in your relationship vithout changing 
anything najor in your lifestyle or surroundings. For those iteas 
vhich you check, please also aark an "x" through the nuaber vhich 
coaes closest to describing hov you vould probably feel if the 
activity actually occurred. 

-1 
displeased 
pleased 

neither pleased 
nor displeased 

• 1 
pleased 
pi eased 

We gardened.......^.. ,,, 

Spouse did not coae to a aeal vhen asked. 

We played v i t h our pets 

We hunted for i n t e r e s t i n g things t o photograph. 

Spoase c r i t i c i z e d ae for svoking , 

We sunbathed together 

We played v o l l e y b a l l , b a s k e t b a l l , e t c together. 

Spouse served l e f t o v e r s froa the night be fore . . 

We played f r i s b e e . . . . . . . . 

We played golf,tennis, badainton or pingpong... 

We vent to a auseua........................... . 

We vent to a club or organizational aeeting.... 

Spouse fixed a food I dislike .....,.,,,.. 

We vorked on a coaaunity project 

We vent to a class or lecture 

We participated in religious activities , 

We vent to a church service 

Spouse prepared a tasteless aeal ...< 

Spouse packed a lunch for ae - -

Spouse shoved no interest in ay work/school..-. 

We net new people < 

We discussed the children 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 
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spouse criticized the way I handled children in 

front of then 

We took the children on a faai ly outing 

We cared for the child vhen sick 

Spouse refused to help vith the children 

We played vith the children 

We discipl ined the children 

Spoase punished chi ld too s e v e r e l y . . . . . . . . . 

Spouse read a story to the children 

Spouse refused to ansver ch i ld ' s gues t ion . . . . , . . . 

Spouse played vith the children 

Spoase vas unkind to children by c r i t i c i z i n g or 

huni l iat ing then 

Spoase discipl ined children appropriately 

• 

Spoase ansvered ch i ld ' s guestion . . , , . . . 

Spouse yel led at the children 

Spouse took children to school or elsevhere 

Spouse taught the children soaething 

Spouse helped chi ld vith hoaework . , . . . 

Spouse vas too peraissive vith c h i l d . . . . . , , . , . . 

• i 

Spouse gave the children responsibility for a job 

Spouse helped resolve a fight between the children,.-, 

spouse vas too protective tovards child. 

spouse coaforted a baby, aade hia/her stop crying 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

•1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

• 1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

-1 0 •! 



HI 

Spouse hit c h i l d . . 

Spouse vatched the children for a fev ainutes vhile 

Z vas b u s y . . . . . . . 

Spouse told child to leave hia/her alone. 

Spouse took care of children vhile I did soae work.... 

Spouse conspired vith children to break rules 

Spouse helped feed the children 

Spouse contradicted ae in front of child.............. 

Spouse gave child a bath,,,,.,...,,,.,..,,,,,•••...... 

Spouse favored one child over another,.,,,,..,..,..... 

Spouse got up in the night to take care of child,..... 

Spouse changed baby's diapers.,.,. 

Spouse helped put the children to bed......... 

Spouse refused to help in babysitting arrangeaents.... 

Spouse arranged for babysitting 

Spouse cleaned out dirty diaper......-......-.-•-.--•• 

Spouse left dirty diaper in toilet 

Spouse prepared an interesting or good aeal 

Spouse had dinner ready on tiae 

Spouse interfered vith ae working on projects 

I brought hoae froa work/school -• 

Spouse put the newspapers outside 

Spouse turned up the heat in the aorning 

Spouse aade bad decision or behaved 

inappropriately at work 

Spouse did the laundry 

Spouse chopped vood -

Spouse built a fire 

-1 •1 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

•1 0 

-1 0 

-1 0 

•1 0 

-1 0 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

••1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 
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Spouse fed the pets 

Spoase renained upset or angry about vork after 

he/she cane hone..... 

Spouse cleaned up after the pets 

Spouse talked too auch about vork..................... 

Spoase aoved the lavn or took care of the yard 

Spouse Bade no efforts to get a job.. 

Spouse enptied the car ashtray 

Spoase vorked overtiae or brought hoae vork to do 

Spouse Bade significant achieveaent in 

his/her vork/school 

Spouse assisted ae vith vork I brought hoae 

Spouse conplained I spend too auch tiae at vork...,,,. 

Spouse helped ae solve a problea I have in ay work.... 

Spouse aissed the ashtray with cigarette ashes..,,.,.. 

Spouse earned special recognition at work 

Spouse sacked during aealtiae.,.••,,.,...,,..,...... .. 

Spouse consulted ae about a decision for work.,....,,. 

Spouse shoved interest in ay vork/school 

Spouse read ay paper (report, etc.) 

Spouse blev saoke (or coughed in ay face) 

Spouse is taking a night class. .. 

Spoase vore curlers vhen I was at hoae... ,,...... 

Spouse violated his/her diet --

-1 0 •I 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

1 0 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

• 1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

•1 

• 1 
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1 1 4 

personl 

Miltiple Vantage FVofile 

For each of the fol laving staterents, pick a nmter frcm the 
scale belovWiich in general, best describes the specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I wxild describe ny relationship with person2 as being 

2. I wxild describe ny relationship with person3 as being 

3. I wxild describe the relationship betv^en person2 and person3 as being. 

V\hi Ie the above staterents asked you to ocnment on hew close you think 
people in specific relationships are, the following statarents ask 

you to oanrHit cm Ixw close you think those people wxild 
like their relationships to be 

4. I would likeny relationship with person2 to be 

5. I would likeny relationship with perscn3 to be 

6. I think person2 would like his relationship with ne to be 

7. I think person2 would like his relationship with person3 to be. 

8. I think persons would like his relationship with ne to be 

9. I think person3 would like his relationship with person2 to be. 



1 1 5 

person2 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of the fol laving statarents, pick a nuriDer fron the 
scale belov which in general, best describes the specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would describe ny relationship with personl as being 

2. I would describe the relationship betweoi personl and persons as being. 

3. I would describe ny relationship with person3 as being 

Wii Ie the above stataiKits asked you to oaimait on hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, the fol laving statarents ask 

you to connait on hov close you think those people would 
like their relationships to be 

4. I think personl would like his relationship with ire to be 

5. I think personl would like his relationship with person3 to be. 

6. I would likeny relationship with personl to be 

7. I would likeny relationship with person3 to be 

8. I think person3 would like his relationship with personl to be. 

9. I think persons would like his relationship with ms to be 



1 1 6 

persons 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of the fol laving statarents, pick a nurter fron the 
scale belov which in general, best describes the specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 S 4 5 

1. I would describe the relationship bet\̂ een personl and person2 as being. 

2. I would describe ny relationship with personl as being 

S. I would describe ny relatiaiship with person2 as being 

Wiile the above stataisits asked you to ocmrHit on hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, the fol loving statarents ask 

you to connait on hov close you think those people would 
like their relatiaiships to be 

4. I think personl would like his relationship with person2 to be. 

5. I think personl would like his relationship with ms to be 

6. I think person2 would like his relationship with personl to be. 

7. I think person2 would like his relationship with ms to be 

8. I would likeny relationship with personl to be 

9. I would likeny relationship with person2 to be 
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1 1 8 

personl 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of the fol laving statarents, pick a mniDer fron the 
scale belov which in general, best describes the specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 S 4 5 

1. I would describe ny relationship with person2 as being 

2. I would describe ny relationship with persons as being 

3. I would describe ny relationship with person4 as being 

4. I would describe the relationship between person2 and persons as being 

5. I would describe the relationship between person2 and person4 as being 

6. I would describe the relationship between personS and person4 as being 

V\hi Ie the above stataiHits asked you to cmmsnt on hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, the fol laving statarents ask 

you to connait on hov close you think those people would 
like their relationships to be 

7. I would likeny relationship with person2 to be 

8. I would 1 ike ny relationship wi th personS to be 

9. I would likeny relationship with person4 to be 

10. I think person2 would like his relationship with ms to be 

11. I think person2 would like his relationship with personS to be 

12. I think person2 would like his relationship with person4 to be 

13. I think persons would like his relationship with ms to be 

14. I think personS would like his relationship with person2 to be 

15. I think personS would like his relationship with person4 to be 

16. I think person4 would like his relationship with ms to be 

17. I think person4 would like his relationship with person2 to be _ 

18. I think person4 would like his relationship with personS to be _ 
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person2 

Miltiple Vantage Profi Ie 

For each of the following statarents, pick a nmter fron the 
scale belovwhldi in general, best describes the specific relationship 

Distant Qose 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would describe ny relationship with personl as beii^ 

2. I would describe the relationship between person! and personS as being__ 

3. I would describe the relationship betv«en personl and perscn4 as being 

4. I would describe ny relationship with personS as being 

5. I would describe ny relationship with perscn4 as being 

6. I would describe the relationship between persons and perscn4 as being 

Wii Ie the above statarents asked you to ocmrent on hew close you think 
people in specific relationships are, the fol laving statarents ask 

you to oaimsnt on hov close you think those people would 
like their relationships to be 

7. I think personl would like his relationship with nE to be. 

8. I think personl would like his relationship with personS to be 

9. I think personl would like his relationship with person4 to be 

10. I would likeny relationship with personl to be 

11. I would likeny relationship with personS to be 

12. I would likeny relationship with person4 to be 

13. I thiric persons would like his relationship with personl to be 

14. I think persons would like his relationship with me to be. _ 

15. I thiric persons would like his relationship with person4 to be 

16. I think person4 would like his relationship with personl to be. 

17. I thiric person4 would like his relationship with ms to be. 

18. I think person4 would like his relationship with personS to be 
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persons 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of the fol loving statarents, pick a ranter fron the 
scale telovwhidi in general, best describes the specific relationship 

Distant Qose 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite the relationship tetween personl and person2 as being 

2. I would descrite ny relationship with personl as teing 

3. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and person4 as teing 

4. I would descrite ny relationship with person2 as teing 

5. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person2 and person4 as teing 

6. I would descrite ny relationship with person4 as teing 

Wii Ie tte above statarents asked you to ocmnsnt on hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte following statarents ask 

yoi to canrent on hew close you thiric those people would 
like their relationships to te 

7.. I think personl would like his relationship with person2 to te 

8. I think personl would like his relationship with ne to te 

9. I thiric personl would like his relationship with person4 to te 

10. I thiric perscn2 would like his relationship with personl to be. 

11. I thiric person2 would like his relationship with ne tote 

12. I think perscn2 would like his relationship with person4 to te . _ 

13. I would likeny relationship with personl tote . _ 

14. I would likeny relationship with perscn2 tote 

15. I would likeny relationship with person4 to be. . _ 

16. I think person4 would like his relationship with personl . _ 

17. I thiric person4 would like his relationship with person2 to be. . _ 

18. I think person4 would like his relationship with me tote _ 
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person4 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of tte fol loving statarents, pick a ranter fron tte 
scale telovwhich in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and person2 as teir^ 

2. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and personS as teingL_ 

3. I wxild descrite ny relationship with personl as teing 

4. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person2 and personS as teii^__ 

5. I would descrite ny relationship with person2 as teir^ , 

6. I would descrite ny relationship with personS as teing. 

Wii Ie tte above statarents asked you to ooarent on hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte following statarents ask 

you to ocmnsnt on hew close you think those people would 
like tteir relationships to te 

7. I thiric personl would like his relationship with person2 to te 

8. I thiric personl would like his relationship with personS to te 

9. I thiric personl would like his relationship with ms to be. 

10. I thiric person2 would like his relationship with personl tote 

11. I thiric person2 would like his relationship with personS tote 

12. I think person2 would like his relationship with ne tote 

13. I thiric persons would like his relationship with personl to be. 

14. I think personS would like his relationship with person2 to be. 

15. I think persons would like his relationship with me tote 

16. I would likeny relationship with personl tote 

17. I would likeny relationship with person2 tote 

18. I would likeny relationship with personS tote . _ 
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persoil 

Mil t iple Vantage Prof i Ie 

For each of tte fol laving statarents, pick a ranter fron tte 
scale telov which in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite ny relationship with person2 as teing 

2. I would descrite ny relationship with personS as teing 

3. 1 would descrite ny relationship with person4 as teing 

4. I would descrite ny relationship with persaT5 as teing 

5. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person2 and personS as teing 

6. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person2 and person4 as teing 

7. I would descrite tte relationship tetweai person2 and persaiS as teing 

8. I would descrite tte relationship tetweai personS and person4 as teing 

9. I would descrite tte relatioiship tetweoi personS and personS as teing 

10. I would descrite tte relationship tetweai person4 and personS as teing 

V\hile tte atove statarents asked you to canrent on how close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte following statarents ask 

you to ocnirHit on hov close you think those pecple would 
like tteir relationships to te 

11. I would likeny relationship with person2 to te 

12. 1 would likeny relationship with personS to te 

13. I would likeny relationship with person4 to te 

14. 1 would likeny relationship with personS to te 

15. I think person2 would like his relationship with ms t o t e 

16. I think person2 would like his relationship with personS to te 

17. I think person2 would like his relationship with person4 to te _ 

18. I think person2 would like his relationship with personS to te 
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19. I think personS would like his relationship with ne to te 

20. I think personS would like his relationship with person2 to te. 

21. I think personS would like his relationship with person4 to te. 

22. I think personS would like his relationship with persons to te. 

23. I thiric person4 would like his relationship with ms to te 

24. I think person4 would like his relationship with person2 to te. 

25. I think person4 would like his relationship with personS to te. 

26. I think person4 would like his relationship with personS to te. 

27. I think personS would like his relationship with ms to te 

28. I think personS would like his relationship with person2 to te. 

29. I think personS would like his relationship with personS to te. 

SO. I think personS would like his relationship with person4 to te. 
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person2 

Miltiple Vantage Profi Ie 

For each of tte following statarents, pick a ranter fron tte 
scale telov which in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite ny relationship with personl as teing 

2. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and personS as teing 

3. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and person4 as teing 

4. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and persons as teing 

5. I would descrite ny relationship with personS as teing 

6. I would descrite ny relationship with person4 as teing 

7. I would descrite ny relationship with persaiS as teing 

8. I would descrite tte relationship tetweai personS and person4 as teing 

9. I would descrite tte relationship tetweai personS and personS as teing 

10. I would descrite tte relatioiship tetweai person4 and perscxiS as teing 

V\hi Ie tte atove statarents asked you to caniKit on how close you think 
people in specific relatioiships are, tte following statarents ask 

you to canrent on hov close you think ttose people would 
like tteir relationships to te 

11. I think personl would like his relationship with ms to te 

12. I think personl would like his relationship with personS to te 

13. I think personl would like his relationship with person4 to te 

14. I think personl would like his relationship with personS to te 

15. I would likeny relationship with personl t o t e 

16. 1 would likeny relationship with personS to te 

17. I would likeny relationship with person4 to te 



1 2 7 

persons 

Miltiple Vantage Profi Ie 

For each of tte fol lowing statarents, pick a nuiter fran tte 
scale telov which in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite tte relationship tetweoi personl and person2 as teing 

2. I would descrite ny relationship with personl as teing 

3. I would descrite tte relationship tetweei personl and persai4 as teing 

4. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and persoiS as teing 

5. I would descrite ny relationship wnth person2 as teing 

6. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person2 and person4 as teing 

7. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person2 and persons as teing 

8. I would descrite ny relationship with person4 as teing 

9. I would descrite ny relationship with personS as teing 

10. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person4 and personS as teing 

V\hile tte above statarents asked you to caimsnt on hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte fol loving statarents ask 

you to caimsnt on how close you think ttose people would 
like tteir relationships to te 

11. 1 think personl would like his relationship with person2 to te 

12. I think personl would like his relationship with ms to te 

13. I think personl would like his relationship with person4 to te ._ 

14. 1 think personl would like his relationship with personS to te 

15. 1 think per son2 would like his relationship with personl tote 

16. I think person2 would like his relationship with ms to be _ 
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person4 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of tte fol lowing statarents, picic a ranter fran tte 
scale telov which in general, best descrites tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite tte relationship tetweai persoil and person2 as teing 

2. I would descrite tte relatioiship tetweei persoil and personS as teing 

3. I would descrite ny relationship with personl as teing 

4. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and persons as teing 

5. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person2 and personS as teing 

6. I would descrite ny relationship with person2 as teing 

7. I would descrite tte relationship tetween person2 and persons as teing 

8. I would descrite ny relationship with personS as teing 

9. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personS and personS as teing_ 

10. I would descrite ny relationship with persons as teing 

Wiile tte atove statarents asked you to anment on hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte fol laving statarents ask 

you to caimsnt on how close you think ttose people would 
like tteir relationships to te 

11. I think personl would like his relationship with person2 to te _ 

12. I think personl would like his relationship with personS to te _ 

13. I think personl would like his relationship with ms to te _ 

14. I think personl would like his relationship with personS to te _ 

15. I think person2 would like his relationship with personl to te _ 

16. I think person2 would like his relationship with personS to te _ 
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17. I think person2 would like his relationship with ms to te 

18. I think person2 would like his relatioiship with personS to te. 

19. I think personS would like his relationship with personl to te. 

20. I think personS would like his relationship with person2 to te. 

21. I think personS would like his relationship with ms to te 

22. I think personS would like his relatioiship with persoiS to te. 

23. I would likeny relatioiship with personl to te 

24. I would likeny relationship with persoi2 tote 

25. I would likeny relationship with persons tote 

26. I would likeny relationship with personS to te 

27. I think personS would like his relationship with personl to te. 

28. I think personS would like his relationship with person2 to te. 

29. I think personS would like his relationship with personS to te. 

30. I think persons would like his relationship with ms tote 
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persons 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of tte fol lowing statansnts, pick a ranter fran tte 
scale telovwhich in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite tte relationship tetween personl and person2 as teing 

2. I would descrite tte relatioiship tetweai personl and personS as teing 

3. I would descrite tte relatioiship tetweai personl and person4 as teing 

4. I would descrite ny relatioiship with personl as teing 

5. I would descrite tte relatioiship tetween person2 and persoiS as teing 

6. I would descrite tte relatioiship tetween person2 and person4 as teing 

7. I would descrite ny relationship with person2 as teing 

8. I wcxild ciescrite tte relationship tetween personS and person4 as teing 

9. I would descrite ny relationship with personS as teing 

10. I would descrite ny relationship with person4 as teing 

Wii Ie tte atove statarents asked you to caimsnt on hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte fol loving statarents ask 

you to canrent on hov close you think ttose people would 
like tteir relationships to te 

11. 1 think personl would like his relationship with person2 to te _ 

12. I think personl would like his relationship with personS to te _ 

13. I think personl would like his relationship with person4 to te _ 

14. 1 think personl would like his relationship with ms t o t e _ 

15. I think person2 would like his relationship with personl to te _ 
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16. I think person2 would 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

1 think person2 would 

I think person2 would 

I think persons would 

I think persoiS would 

I think persons would 

I think persons would 

I think person4 would 

I think persoi4 would 

I thiric persoi4 would 

I think persoi4 would 

ike his relationship with personS to te. 

ike his relationship with person4 to te. 

ike his relationship with ne to te 

ike his relationship with personl to te. 

ike his relationship with person2 to te. 

ike his relationship with person4 to te. 

ike his relatioiship with ms to te 

ike his relationship with personl to te. 

ike his relationship with persoi2 to te. 

ike his relationship with personS to te. 

ike his relationship with ms to te 

I would likeny relationship with personl to te. 

I would likeny relationship with person2 to te. 

I would likeny relationship with personS to te. 

I would likeny relationship with person4 to te. 
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hbjrvey 

For each of tte following statarents, pick a nmter fran tte 
scale telovwhich in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite ny relationship with ...Brad as teing 

2. I would descrite ny relationship with .JVfcnte as teing 

3. I would descrite ny relationship with ...Nfeal as teing 

4. I would descrite tte relationship tetween ...Brad and .Jvbnte as teing 

5. I would descrite tte relationship tetween ,,,Brad and ..>feal as teing 

6. I would descrite tte relationship tetween .JVbnte and .. J ^ l as teing 

Wii Ie tte above statarents asked you to oanrEnt on how close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte following statarents ask 

you to canrent on hew close you thiric those pecple would 
like tteir relationships to te 

7. I would likeny relationship with ...Brad to te 

8. 1 would likeny relationship with .Atxite to te 

9. I would likeny relationship with ...Nfeal t o t e 

10. I think ...Brad would like his relationship with me to te 

11. I think ...Brad would like his relationship with .JVbnte to te 

12. I think ...Brad would like his relationship with . . J ^ l to te _ 

13. I think .JVbnte would like his relationship with ms to te 

14. I think ..Vbnte would like his relationship with ...Brad to te _ 

15. I think .JVbnte would like his relationship with . .J^al to te _ 

16. I think ..J^feal would like his relationship with ms to te _ 

17. 1 think ..>feal would like his relationship with ...Brad to te _ 

18. I think ...Nfeal would like his relationship with ..Vbnte to te _ 
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...Brad 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of tte following statarents, pick a nmter fran tte 
scale telovwhich in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite ny relationship with hfervey as teing 

2. I would descrite tte relationship tetween l^rvey and .JVbnte as teing 

3. I would descrite tte relationship tetween Ifervey and ...Nfeal as teing 

4. I would descrite ny relationship with ,Mx\te as teing 

5. I would descrite ny relationship with ..Jsfeal as teing 

6. I would descrite tte relationship tetween .Jvbnte and .. JSfeal as teing 

Wiile tte atove statarents asked you to canrHit oi hov close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte fol levying statarents ask 

you to cannait on hov close you think those people would 
like tteir relatioiships to te 

7. I think Ffervey would like his relationship with me to te 

8. 1 thiric Hbrvey would like his relationship with .JVtxite to te 

9. I think Î u-vey would like his relationship with ...Nfeal t o t e 

10. I would likeny relationship with 1-brvey to te 

11. I would likeny relationship with .Abnte to te 

12. I would likeny relationship with ..Jsfeal t o t e 

13. I think . JVfcnte would like his relationship with I-brvey to te 

14. I think .Abnte would like his relationship with HB to te 

15. I think .M)nte would like his relationship with ..>feal to te 

16. I think ..Jsfeal would like his relationship with 1-farvey to be _ 

17. 1 think ..J^feal would like his relationship with ms to te _ 

18. I think ..J^feal would like his relationship with .JVbnte to te _ 
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.JVbnte 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of tte following statarents, pick a ranter fran tte 
scale telovwhich in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite tte relationship tetween Ffervey and ...Brad as teing 

2. I would descrite ny relationship with Purvey as teing 

3. 1 would descrite tte relationship tetween I îrvey and . . J ^ l as teing 

4. I would descrite ny relationship with ...Brad as teing 

5. I would descrite tte relationship tetween ...Brad and ..Jvfeal as teing 

6. I would descrite ny relationship with ..>feal as teing 

Wii Ie tte above statarents asked you to canrent on how close you think 
people in specific relationships are, tte following statarents ask 

you to ccnmsnt on how close you thirdc those people would 
like tteir relationships to te 

7. I think Pfarvey would like his relationship with ...Brad to te 

8. I think l̂ u-vey would like his relationship with ms to te 

9. I think Pfarvey would like his relationship with ...Nfeal to te 

10. I think ...Brad would like his relationship with Purvey to te 

11. 1 think ...Brad would like his relationship with ms to t e 

12. 1 think ...Brad would like his relationship with ..uNfeal to te 

13. 1 would likeny relationship with hfarvey to te 

14. I would likeny relationship with ...Brad to te 

15. I would likeny relationship with ...Nfeal t o t e 

16. 1 think ..J^feal would like his relationship with I-farvey 

17. I think ...Nfeal would like his relationship with ...Brad to te 

18. I think ..>feal would like his relationship with ire t o t e 
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..jvfeal 

Miltiple Vantage Profile 

For each of tte fol laving statarents, pick a ranter fron tte 
scale telovwhich in general, best describes tte specific relationship 

Distant Close 
1 2 3 4 5 

1. I would descrite tte relationship tetween Fkrvey and ...Brad as teing_ 

2. I would descrite tte relationship tetween Ifervey and . Abnte as teing 

3. I would descrite ny relationship with hfarvey as teing 

4. I would descrite tte relationship tetween ...Brad and ,Mx\te as teing_ 

5. I would descrite ny relationship with ...Brad as teing 

6. I wculd descrite ny relationship with .Abnte as teing 

Wii Ie tte atove statansnts asked you to canrent on how close you think 
people in specific relatioiships are, tte following statarents ask 

you to oanrHit on how close you think those people wculd 
like tteir relationships to te 

7. I think I-farvey would like his relationship with ...Brad to te 

8. I think Ffarvey would like his relationship with .JVbnte to t e 

9. I think Harvey would like his relationship with ire to te 

10. I think ...Brad would like his relationship with I-farvey to te 

11. 1 think ...ft-ad would like his relationship with .JVbnte t o t e 

12. I think ...Brad would like his relationship with ire t o t e 

13. I think .JVbnte would like his relationship with Ifarvey to te 

14. I think .JVtxite would like his relationship with ...Brad to te 

15. I think .Mxite wcxild like his relationship with rre to te 

16. I would likeny relationship wi±I-farvey to te 

17. 1 would likeny relationship with ...Brad to te 

18. I would likeny relationship with ,Mx\te to te 






